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surul bhalia

human development,

assistant

professor

james austin

french, assi 5t a nt pr 0 fessor
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_;;:;;:;;;;==~=::::::.::5'.,

rolf w. jensen
economics, professor

18

michael

reder

cenler for leaching and learning, director

luis m. gonzalez

hispanic studies,

gerald

ossistont professor

r. visgilio

economics,

professor

goodwm-niertng center for conservation biology and
environmental

studies, associate

spencer i pock
economics, professor

director

ruth e. grahn

psychology,
neuroscience

assistant professor
program, director
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I

deborah eastman
biology, assistant professor

ann sloon devlin
psychology, may buckley sadowski '19
professor
college marshal

manuel lizorralde,
boioriy, associate professor

frank graziono

hispanic studies, iohn d macarthur professor
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timothy mcdowell
art studio, professor

christopher hammond
mothematics, assistant professor

•
rnorijon despalatovic

slavic studies,

beverly g. kowol
associate dean of the college
international students, adviser
unify multicultural center, fellow
international students, adviser

senior lecturer
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martha [. grossel
biology, george and corol milne assistant professor

.,

..
•

tristan anne borer
government, associate

professor

o

sora rodltnsk:

janet gezari

human development, adjunct professor
children 5 progrom, director

english. lucy morsh haskell '19 professor
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catherine spencer
french professor

stuart vyse

psvcboloqy,

associate

professor

�

l

andrea

~;,~~

[oson earle

lonoux

slavic studies,

assistant professor

art historv,

visiting instructor
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michelle r. dunlap

human development, associate professor

frances hoff mann
faculty, dean
sociology, professor

eugene gallagher
religious studies, rosemory pork professor

center for teaching and learning,
faculty fellow
Robert Praetor
itolian, joanne taar cummings '50
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professor

,

tejaswini

ganti

anthropology,

david

assistant

professor

kyuman kim

religious studies, visiting assistant professor

catherine

history,

mcnicol stock
professor

!:'-.

::;;....0
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lowrence

vogel
ossociate

philosophy,

professor
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jacqueline olvera

sociology, howard '42 assistant professor

phillip james mcfarland
german, assistant professor

john q, lion
governmenf,

26

maureen

assistant professor

mccabe

art, cummings '50 professor

donold peppard, [r.
economics, professor

margaret sheridan

human development, martha bennet '73 professor
children's program, director

andrea rossi reder
writing center, associate

theresa
director

ammirati

dean of the freshmen
english, assistant professor
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gregory bailey
art, vlsitlng assistant professor

simon hay
english, mercy assistant professor

kamau birago

sociology, assistant professor

janis solomon

german,

28

allyn professor

p

sandy grande
education, associate

professor

roger brooks
associate dean of the faculty
religious studies, wiesel professor

alexis dudden
history, associate professor

borbara zabel
art history, professor

29

robert askins

goodwin-niering center for conservohon biology and
environmental studies, faculty director
biology, professor

john gordon
english, professor

edword mckenna
economics, professor

30

anne hopkins gross
osscciore dean of student life,
,

orion mantz
ames professor

physics,

doug los m thompson
physics, associate professor

marc forster
his lory, professor

david

canton

his lory, blaustein assistant professor
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robert gay

sociology, professor

iul,e h. rivkin
english, professor

philip ray
associate dean of the college
english, associate professor

william rose
government,
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associate professor

david gr"",,,n

~.h. osai.tonl professor

chorle. crndt

slavic; ~fU<:1ms,

visiting o ssiolonf profMSOl"

shoron chappell"
human ckwCJpmM/, vi>iting assistOnt prol".ror

kathl""n mck"on
maJfJema/ic:;, o'lfOCia~ prof~ror
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geoffrey

german,

atherton
associate professor

-----:.I)-jane dawson
government, weinmann

'S1

associate professor

alexandra place
french, visiting instructor

colleen s kaczmarek
chemistry, visiting lecturer

34

alan bradford
eng/Ish, professor

[conn silverberg
classics, associate

professor

hllzabeth rivero
ISPonic studies, visiting instructor

leo gorofalo
history, assistant professor

35

kenneth bleeth
eng/ish professor

timo ovaska

chemistry, mccallum '21 vahlteich professor

m. leah lowe
theatre, assistant professor

marla

cruz-saco

interim dean of the college
economics,

36

professor

$

alex hybel

government, lynch '62 professor

blanche boyd
eng/Ish. weller professor

martha merrill
dean of admission & financial aid

mob segrest

gender & women 's studies. fuller maathai professor
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marylynn fallon
biology, senior lecturer

bruce branchini

chemistry, mccallum '21 vahlteich professor

dirk held

classics,

helen regan
interm vice president
education, professor

38

of advancement

kruidenier

'48 professor

gabe chandler
mathematics, assistant

professor

frederick paxton
dean of internotional studies
history, ordenqhi professor

center for International studies through liberal arts, director

•

chorles hartman
english professor

philip kozel
economics, visiting assistant

professor

39

stanton s ching
chemistry, professor

william frasure
government,
professor

arthur kreiqer
music, visiting associate professor

40

eva eckert

slavic studies, professor

I

I
I

ruth e. grahn
psychology, assistant professor
neuroscience program, director

f

simon feldman
hispanic studies, assistant

professor

merrilee mardon
economics, visiting instructor

jefferson singer
professor

psychology,

Professors Nat Pictured

joseph alchermes
or! history, associate

professor

catherine

paul althause
music, professor
music director
thomas ommiroti
physics, professor
john anthony
music, associate professor
college organist
bridget

phillip bornes
biology, associate

baird

john burton
professor

benoit
professor

psychology,

anne bernhord
biology, assistant professor

w

maryanne borrelli
government, associate professor
holleron center, director

david

edword

br ookin

history,

professor

robert

baldwin

or! history,

42

associate

professor

professor

joan chrisler

an!hropalogy,

professor

john coats, Ir

government,

professor

cullen

chemistry,

associate

professor

elinor despalatovic
history, ordenghl emeritus

mathemotics.

professor
cal, ammerman director

an!hropology,

professor

amy doolinq
leslie brown
physics, associate

east asian languages
professor

associate

professor

& cultures,

,
peter

[uli

david darfman

horold

donce, associate professor

anthropology,

siver
becker

botany,

professor

environmental
glenn dreyer
botany, adjunct associate

profes-

bruce kirrnmse
history, professor

christine

botany,

sor
arboretum director

professor

small
assdant

professor

julia kushigian

hispanic studies,

christopher

professor

art history

arthur ferrori
sociology professor

peter

art,

lei bed
professor

perry

steiner
mcdannel

'22 associate

sussktnd
associate

mathematics,

reginald flood
english assistant professor

david

lewis
kelly

chemistry

david

professor

human development,

stephen

assistant professor

biology

loomis
tempe I '65

pamela

marks

rhonda gorelick

art, associate

professor

gallery

professor

professor

tetzlaff

film studies,

[enniter fredricks

french associate

'27

studies, director

associate

professor

margaret
thomas
music, assistant professor

professor

vincent thompson
history, professor

professor

director

garrett green
derek

turner

religious studies,

michael

closs of '43 professor

physics,

monee
professor

philosophy

lindsey horlan

richard

moorton

abigail

religious studies,

classics, professor

professor

lan-ian

psychology

assistant

theodore hendrickson
art, associate professor

t. page

owen, [r.
associate

aida heredia

yong-pm park
economics, assistant

botany,

hispanic studies, associate

professor

dale

professor

candace howes
economics,

david patton
government, associate

computer

tempel

science, director

ozgur izmirli

mathematics, assistant professor
ammerman center for arts and

paola

technology,

italian,

james

professor

wilson

lisa wilson
history, maccurdy

professor

andrea wollensak
art, meredith associate
professor

professor

professor
sarah queen
history, professor

associate

professor

and

professor

kristin pfefferkorn
philosophy, associate

michael james
education, professor

professor

professor

east asian studies, assistant

government,

assistant

'65

professor

[, melvin woody
professor

philosophy,

Ylbing huong

dorothy

'65

professor

music, assistant professor

porker

mathematics,

associate

wang
professor

scott warren
botany, tempel

professor

gory

ferrin '43 associate

donee,

professor

linda herr
theatre, professor
edword brodkin
history, professor

assistant

van slyck
dayton

art history,

jason nier

borkley hendricks
art, professor

assistant professor

director

sica
assistant

sara silberrnon
history associate

audrey

zckriski
associate

psychology,

more zimmer
chemistry, johnson dist

professor

teaching

professor

professor

professor

mark silver

east asian studies, assistant professor
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Housefellow: Lizzie Fox
Governor:

Ellen Richardson

Senator: Craig McCarrick
Peer Educator: Craig McCarrick
Our Camelypics

t-shrts

said:

Silent but deadly, a sobering thought.
Our trucker hats said:
We're the Shhh...
Our Favorite Memories from Camelympics:
The spirit competition outside of Crol
For a quiet dorm, we sure made a lot of noisel
Our Dorm is Known For:
We're a very international dorm and house many student leaders Choir of Res Life & Housing,SAC Choir, as well as many athletes.

-

Our

TNE was:

A Togo Party
What ElseYou Should Know About Our Dorm:
We're QUIET not SILENT We throw great parties and have good times.
Our Residents:
Adam .lcrres

>

Brent Buxton· David Mandeix • Maritha DeSilva· Craig McCarrick.

Delguun Baasandavaa • Peter Yannielli • Caitlyn Turgean • Rebecca Wells·

Kimberly Richards. Kate DeCaninck • Curren Mbofana

Marissa Lombari • Craig Hutchinson. Christopher Hughey. Rober!

Campbell • Edward Jose • Daniel DeSousa • Gil Rivera • Xuan-Thao (Kathleenl Nguyen • Courtney Smith • Colleen Cawperthwait • Sarah
Van Haagenstyn • Bethany Lepene • Matthew Engel. Andrew Hartzell·

Stephen Mery • Thomas Cote.

Eve Southworth.

JenniferHuizergo

Christopher Chand • Caitlin Greeley • Elizabeth Knorr • Joanna Yu • Jessica Mellen • SUiata Tuladhar • Jennifer Hammell • Ellen Richardson
Genevieve Godfrey·

Stephanie Tatro·

Alexandra Gere • BenlOminNorth .Hyung Kim.

Anne Barreca.

Nona Baffour-Awuah • Granger Abuhoff • Marina Ivanova • Meghan HeWitt .Slavina Georgieva
Michel·

Jenna Rosenwasser• Chloe O'Connell • Jennifer DeAngc:lis • Mary McCudden

Petra Kovacevic· Elizabeth Marolda • Treta Thapa • Elizabeth Fox
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William Mynatt.

• Alana Harris.

Brian McVeety

Christine Sirois. Lindsay

• Carrie Scabich • Anna Magliaro

• Andrew Dovis

Housefellow: Mat Petrin
Governor:

Andrea Rosenberger

Senators: JulesChyten-Brennan, Daniel Meltzer
OVCS Representative: Alaya Morning
HOC: Maggie Bennett
Unity Historian: Krystle GUillory
Environmental Coordinators: Saraswati Jayanthi, Jordan Chase-Jacobson

Our Camelypics t-shirtssaid:
earth360unity
Our Dorm is Known For:
Being close to Rt 32.
No one being able to find us
Our TNE was:
Housefellow Service Night Auction
Mardi Gras

Earth House Residents:
Scott Peterson' Joanna McClintick'

Andrew Shapiro'

Soroswanti Jayanthi • Sohil Sochdev • Lauro Zerra • RachelChose

Unity House Residents:
David Owyang • JulesChyten-Brennan • Krystle GUillory 'Susu Abdul-Wahab

360 Residents:
Daniel Meltzer'

Ellen Paul' Sarah Mellstrom • Randy Jones' Cornelius Hardenburg • Alaya Morning'
Maggie Bennett • Carrie Hockett·

Jordan Chose-Jacobson

Andrea Rosenberger' Ashley Booth
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Housefellow: Paige Diamond
Governor:

Marissa Yurbrow

Senator: Yaseen Chaudhoury

Our Camelypics t-shirts said:
We're baaaaad
Our Dorm is Known For:
Game Room
Fun Times

Housefellow: Kristen Holzer
Governor:

Lauro Irizarry-Garcia

Senator: Colin Foote

Our Camelypics t-shirts said:
Do It the Wright Way
Our Dorm is Known For:
Home to Dining Services
Main Street West
Laid bock and fun
Our TNE was:
Block & White Party

LaZV'lA5 & WC1V'V15~ilA5
Housefellow: Sarah Tacy
Governors:
Senators:

Will Harper, Aaron Wheeler

Chakanetsa

Zaranyika, Michael Patterson

Our Camelypic:s
We've waited

t-shrts

said:

long enough.

The best societies are kept secret.

Our Favorite Camelympic:s Moments:
Wacky Relays
Collecting over nine medals this year and being one of the smallest
competing dorms (first year seperated

from Team XI

Our Dorm is Known For:
International Students
Communal Living Space
Small Rooms

Our TNE was:
Hollywood

"A" List

What Else You Should Know About Our Dorm:
We are a small, respectful communityl

Our Residents:
Michael Patterson. liam Cohen.

James Knurek • Jon Beard • Eddie Slade • Ulia Strakeriahn • Julia Maricic • Mamadou Niane • Ryan Beach

KeithAnthony-Brown• Abdool Rohman Mohammad Ridwane • Yang Chen • Maclean Amlala • JesseHamilton· Solaman Choge • Kerry Lynch
ChrIStineCruz. Chakanesta Zaranyika • Adam Weber.

Vipapat [Aiml Sinpeng • Edward [Nedl Minevitz • Sarah Tocy • Miriam Robin· Kaitlin

O'Neil. StephanieMeyer • Julia Turnbull. Lerna Uzasci • Corley Spencer • Aaron Wheeler·

Alex Gundry·

Katherine Williams· LisaSmee
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Housefellow: Amanda Calkins
Governor:

Ianthe Hensmen

Senator: Moria Fraire, Kristi Post

Our Camelypics t-shirts said:
"Morrison" with a picture of a camel on a polo shirt
Our Favorite Camelympics Moments:
Connect 4 & Checkers
Our Dorm is Known For:
Best Senior Parking
Most Holes in Walls
Best New-Plex

-

Our TNE was:
Western - Hoe-down
Our Residents:
Gregory

Sowo - Sophia Day - Gregory

Romanelli - Steven Oven

Vetter

- Stacy Lam - Richard Zbeda

- Timothy Lenoghon - Christopher

Clvoh -

Adams - Ly Dinh - Nicholas Perold - Joshua Hamilton - Jessica Bayner
Fronklin King'
Andrea

- Diona Ramos - Marissa

Zanetti

- Riquelmy Martinez

- Catherine

- Taquesho Echevarria

Meadow

- John Deceria

Jones - Kathryn Baga - Maria

- Natalie
- Zachary

Gomez

- Norah Longendya

- Anthony

Fraire - Krishna Omolade

- Christopher
Greco

- Coralie

Ingrid Deming - Kevin Spiers - Christine Clough
Kaitlin Morse
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- Norman

- Tristan Mallinson

- Stephanie

Rodrigues - Andrew

Carter

Dietz

- Merritt

- Thomas McEvoy

Yang - Marla

Cuadra

- Lindsay Schakenbach

- Elizabeth Lloyd - Elizabeth Rodgers - Amanda

Calkins

Nadler

- Emily Cohen

- John Hanson - Allison Smith - Ga-Noi
Post _ Christina Comfort • Ie-

Eichman -Kristianna
Glenn - Caroline

- Dorothy
- X'Ania

-Daniel

Webb

Coddington

- Christine Monahan'
McCullough

Vason - Christian
- Christian

- Emily Barry - Connor
- Sarah Schmid -Carly

Cionsky

_ Laurinda Wong

Mosley

_ Charles

M

- Katp [rozs

[)or<!
HoIb-'

- Kaitlin Shaughnessy _ Tara Sousa _ Cassandra

Saldana

No

- Katelyn Stanne -Claire Tayb

Haswell - Shari Schultz - Sara Seavey

- DaVid Fedman - Theodore

Jem

- William Cook

- Pramod Nathan - Deryl Pc

- Richard Templeton

Bowsza

- Timothy Howard'

- Jeremy Make

Shams - Ian Leue - Ashley Salad - Emma Kagel - Alison Brooks - Andrew

- Laura QUinones - Ryan Feldhoff

Jonas - Lee Camfield

McNiff

Senatore

- Steven Strouss - Vanita Srikanth - Andrea

Pace - Emily Hossfeld - Muhammad
Andrew

- Francesco Loparco

- Megan

- Sarah Chandler

- Benjamin Cooperman

Daniel Ehrlich - Katie Roth - Ianthe Hensman - Anne Bade - Katherine

Brear - Jacob Crowe

Hamilton

- Susana Hancock

Lisa Warren

Wcr

- Alex Lanst~

Stone _ Jessica Swa'

Housefellow: l.inos Krisciunas
Governor:
Senator:

Moura

Peer Educator:
Student Advisers:

Larissa Vasquez
Holloran, Owen
Opeoluwa

Maloy

Eleyinafe

Lazaros Ytonnos. Moura

Holloran,

Jon Pisarski, Yeslon Hernandez
Our Camelypics t-shirts said:
Gold Diggers

Our Favorite Camelympics Moments:
Bronze - Big Ed brought home the Spirit Award

Our TNE was:
80's Themed

Our Residents:
SarahHartigan. Jane Oliveri.

Lisa Steckmest • Christina Kaerte • Andrew Cooling·

PatriceAntoine. .lessicoFranco • Jennie Bargman.
Michelle Vickery. Matthew

Bannish • Joson Braunstein.

Christopher Davis·

Alexander Freund. Jonathon Pisarski. Moura Holloran .Alison Bevilacqua'
DonielleBirx-Raybuck• Charles Cording'

COri Rotsko • Tracey Fried· Eva Glaser·

Robert Kyne •

Opeoluwa Eleyinafe • Lazaros Yiomos • Theresa Chan· Saroh Grimaud • Fiona MacLean
Tunro Tromon • Sarah

Ashley Goy'

Jonathon Knights. Michael Dutt • Michael Cruz'

Sora Kelly'

lydon

«

Alexa Ball·

Robert Brooks·

Caroline Eliot· SilViOSnow-Thomas'

Ashley Leighton· Alyse lolberte s EllenMcGlinchey

• Alexandra Funk• Kyle Neidhardt • Michael Panoli • Sarah Felch • Christine Mitchell • Karin Barklis • Danielle Coleman • Rebecco Elias •
Amanda Cook. Ani Jovian' Mary Crowley'

Christopher Burke' Garrett Harper'

Jylkka• Nathon Lemay • Tad O'Had • Ekta ToIwar • Bryan Jaeger'
Wright. Caitlin Braun. Morrigan McCarthy'

Kristin Griffin.

Christopher Helms' Sean Spellman' Hana Kolibiarova • Jennifer Robinson· Leah

Hinton' Claire Linden 'Rebecca Marmarstein • Julia Wisbach • LarissaVoscuez
Anne Lind. David Berwind.

Yeslan Hernandez.

Gregory Fedynshyn• Sora Skinner' Zoe Chapin· Rachel

Michael Agliato • Bryan Lane· Stephanie Cardoos • Amy Adams· Sarah

Paul McGeough·

>

Edward Jarosz'

Rachel Mieszczanski • Jacob Whyman •

Bailey Fidler· LinasKrisciunas• Julia Moorhead ·Marissa Locher· Gillian

Tote • Owen Maloy • Jay Karpen • Amy Hart • Alexis Augsberger • Meredith Baldi • Michael Lionetti • Matthew Eaton • ThomasResor
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Larrabee
Housefellow: Jacob Stebel
Governor:
Senator:
HOC:

Rory Jose

Ryan Harnedy
Jessie Gonthier

PE: Natalie Paris
ASB Coordinator:

Adanna Roberts

PR Director, SGA: Alex Schoenfeld
The Man: Ram Neupane Ialso works for campus safety I
Student Advisers: Alice Watson, Lily Bowen, Megan

Glendon, Jamie Pepper,

Jessie Gonthier, Trent Hardman, Johanne Kiley

Our Camelypics t-shirts said:
"Larrabee"

near collar on the back of our pink polo shirts;

our sweats said "bigger, stronger, harder to beat"

Our Favorite Camelympics Moments:
our incredible spirit and desire to winl
coming in 4th place
our camelympics could not have been as successful without
the hard work, time, dedication,

&

of

energy

everyone

Our Dorm is Known For:
the tunnel
home
one

of

of

financial aid

the four houses with a green named after them
the only house in central

&

north campus

the biggest house

Our TNE was:
haunted tunnel for halloween

kiko,

Uber Helpful People
Sam Gould

•

Jess Howton

Katie Seherden •

•

Jeff Pelczar

Alexa Xanthopoulos
•

Adam Deligianis

•
•

Katie Wyly

•

Johanne Kiley

house council):

Neil McGowan
•

Alex Krotinger

•

Mark
•

Warren

Aubrey

Millen

•

Brady Ford
•

•

Felicia Brown

Trent Hardman
•

•

Katie MeLina

And Just FYI:
five of this upcoming year's housefellows came from larrabee
rockin' the "t" shaped hallways
53
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Tom Satran

'94,

Head Coach

•

Sean Grant, Travis

HOME [BOLDI

3 • David Green • Class of 2007

CC V.$.
OPPONENT

HOME [BOLDI

((V.I.

OPPONENI!

vs. Swarthmore at Haverford

61-65

Johnson& Wales

68-67

vs. Haverford at Swarthmore

61-73

Middlebury

5457

MIT

4347

Williams

55-91

at Gordon

57-67

at Coast Guard

60-75

at WPI

56-75

Trinity

65-94

Wheaton

6777

at Amherst

50-84

Salve Regina

65-70

at Hunter College

87-79

Springfield College

45-74

Bates

48-71

Roger Williams

8585

Tufts

74-73

at UnionCollege Tourn. vs
Wesleyan

5963

at Colby

65-90

at Bowdoin

56-75

at Wesleyan

53-70

at UnionCollege Tourn.vs St. 78-61
Joseph's
58

Assistants

SCHEDULE

ROSTER
4 • Danny Melzer • Class of 2005
5 • JahkeenWashington • Class of 2007
11 • Christian Mosley • Class of 2008
14 • Zarrette Rogers • Class of 2007
20· Derek Kelly • Class of 2007
21 • Gabe Patton • Class of 2007
24 • Malik Brown • Class of 2007
31 • Sokol Zejnullahu • Class of 2007
32 • Jeff Young • Class of 2008
33 • Gabe Bluestone • Class of 2005
42 • EliManna • Class of 2007
44 • Zak Harris • Class of 2007
45 • Charles Stone • Class of 2008

Reid '03,

3

Laura Hungerford, Head Coach
Mary

•

Erin Miller and Dwayne Stollings, Assistants

Bushnell, Mollie Gage, Barbara Silk, Captains

SCHEDULE

ROSTER
10 • Kate Kenly • Class of 2008
II • Doni DeLaurentis • Class of 2007
12 • Barbaro Silk • Class of 2005
13 • Maegan Hoover • Class of 2008
20 • Mollie Gage • Class of 2005
21 • Casey Thron • Class of 2007
22 • Mary Bushnell • Class of 2005
24 • Devan Kearns • Class of 2008
25 • Katy Serafin • Class of 2008
31 • LindsayMichel • Class of 2008
32 • Carolyn Pride • Class of 2008
40 • MaryBeth Cadieux • Class of 2008

HOME IBOLOI

CCv.s.
OW

HOMEIBOLOI

CC vs.
OW

vs Nichols College

44-33

at Trinity College

70-73

Fitchburg State

50-76

Amherst

50-67

Rhode Island College

70-52

Newbtry College

64-60

at Clark University

54-66

at Bates

3978

at Wentworth Institute of Technology

58-49

at Tufts

49-84

Albertus Magnus
at SO Surf n' Slam vs Point Lorna

69-65

at Coast Guard

74-49

44-88

Colby

59-45

at SO Surf n' Slam vs Lakeland

43-55

Bowdoin

48-92

at SO Surf n' Slam vs Roger Williams

57-54

Roger Williams

65-69

at Middlebury

50-65

Mass. College of Liberal 55-43
Arts
39-64
Wesleyan

at Williams

61-79

at St Joseph's

56-53

vs.
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MeVl'S

Cross COlJ1Vltr~

•

Jim Butler, Head Coach

•

Kevin Grant

Luca DiGregorio

& Adam Fitzgerald, Assistants

& John Ridyord, Captains

ROSTER
Brian Adams • Class of 2006
Ben Alendar • Class of 2006
Eric Stepick Ayers • Class of 2006
Chris Bannish • Class of 2008
RyanBartra • Class of 2006
BasileBeaty • Closs of 2008
Brendan Curran • Class of 2008
LucaDiGregorio • Class of 2005
Brendan Duffey • Closs of 2006
JosonFitzgerald • Closs of 2006
Andrew McCullaugh • Class of 2006
JohnRidyard • Class of 2006
Andrew Russell • Closs of 2005
Michael Shreve • Class of 2006
Tyler Silverman • Class of 2008
Vitaly Theriault • Class of 2008
Adam Weber • Class of 2008
Aaron Wheeler • Class of 2008

HIGHLIGHTS
•
•
•
•
•

9/11: Camels Finish Seven Out of 24 at Connecticut College
Invitational
10/30: Camels Finish 4th at NESCAC Championship
11/ 6: Camels Finish 13th at ECAC Championship
11/14: Camels Finish 7th at New England Regionals; Junior
Brian Adams Received All-New England For The First Time
11/15: Coach Jim Butler Named NESCAC Coach of the Year

60
.of

WomeVl's Cross COlAVltr~

Ned Bishop, Head Coach
Anne Barreca, Caitlin Greeley

ROSTER
Anne Barreca • Closs of 2005
LauroBernardi • Class of 2007
Addie Capaldi • Class of 2006
ElizabethCloise • Class of 2008
CaitlinConnors • Closs of 2007
Cora Donavan • Closs of 2008
SallyGirouard • Class of 2006
CaitlinGreeley • Closs of 2005
Merritt Haswell • Closs of 2006
Carly Halbrook • Class of 2006
AshleyLobell • Class of 2008
Meg Meyer • Class of 2006
Meredith Miller • Closs of 2006
ChristineMonahan • Class of 2007
Brenna Muller • Closs of 2007
Chloe OConnell • Closs of 2006
EmilyRicketson • Class of 2008

•

Lori Kessel, Assistant Coach

& Meredith Stebbins, Captains

Lindsey Rothe • Class of 2008
lindsay Schakenbach
• Closs of 2006
Meaghan Seelous • Class of 2007
Sarah Simpson • Class of 2008
Heather Stanish • Class of 2008
Meredith Stebbins • Class of 2005
Sarah VanHoogenstyn • Class of 2008
Kristin Walsh • Closs of 2008
Alissa Wontmon • Class of 2007
Allison Zelman • Class of 2007

HIGHLIGHTS
•
•
•

L

•

11/13: Elizabeth Claise Leads Camels to 13th Place Finish at
New England Division III Championship
11/6: Meaghan Seelaus Finishes 43rd at ECAC Championship
10/30: Freshmen Heather Stanish, Elizabeth Claise, and
Lindsey Rothe Lead Camels at NESCAC Championship
9/25: Camels 7th of 10 at Tufts Invitational

-----------------l
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Debbie Lavigne, Head Coach

•

Rebecca Bruce, Assistant

Corey McAuliffe, Amy Phelan, & Mary Scott, Captains

ROSTER
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15

LinneaCamerata

Class of 2008

17

Sage Shanley

Closs of 2006

20

Katie Williams

Class of 2006

21

Katie Roe

Closs of 2005

00

Ashley Kenerson

Closs of 2006

I

liz Lingo

Closs of 2007

2

Alex Albright

Closs of 2008

3

Stephanie Cole

Closs of 2005

4

Corey McAuliffe

Closs of 2005

5

Hillory Roder

Closs of 2005

6

Alex Krotinger

Closs of 2008

7

JillMauer

Closs of 2008

8

Amy Phelon

Closs of 2005

9

Caitlin Connolly

Closs of 2006

Middlebury College

0-5

Gordon College

3-1

10

Courtney Mayer

Class of 2008

Springfield College

1-3

Trinity College

2-4

II

liz Cryan

Closs of 2006

Williams College

0-4

Mount Holyoke

10

12

Mary Scott

Closs of 2005

Clark UniverSity

01

Bowdoin College

12

13

ErinWing

Class of 2006

Bates

1-2

Colby College

2-1

Wellesley College

1-0

Amherst College

0-1

Wesleyan University

0-3

Tufts University

3-1

99 Kate Reardon

Class of 2006

SCHEDULE
HOMEIBOLDI

cc vs.

HOME !BOLDI

CCv,

OW

OPP.

Joshua

Edmed, Head

Molly Kawachi

Coach

•

Erin Miller, Assistant

& Sara Whittington, Captains

ROSTER
2
3

Koro Sprague

Closs of 2007

Amy Crespi

Closs of 2008

4

Amy Hart

Closs of 2006

5

Jen Romanelli

Closs of 2007

7

Courtney Hambleton

Closs of 2008

8

Cynthia Whitman

Closs of 2006

9

Molly Kawochl

Closs of 2006

12

Sara Whittington

Closs of 2006

13

Moria McGinness

Closs of 2008

15

Meryl Yaches

Closs of 2007

63

•

im Ward, Head Coach

Matt C aleman, Assistant •

Bryan Jaeger, Julian Madden,

ROSTER

,
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Jon Davignon, Valunteer Assistanteoad

& Dave Moecie, Captains

21

Brian Gallagher

Class of 2008

22

Ben Sherman

Closs of 2007

I

Joe Anderson

Closs of 2005

24

Zach Harris

Class of 2006

2

Bryon Patterson

Closs of 2008

26

David Moccia

Class of 2005

4

Walt Wright

Closs of 2008

30

Matt Gluck

Class of 2007

5

Bryan Jaeger

Closs of 2005

35

Steve Oven

Closs of 2005

6

Doug Holewa

Class of 2006

7

Julian Madden

Closs of 2006

8

Ryan Feldhaff

Closs of 2008

9

TimFinkle

Class of 2006

10

TimDoherty

Closs of 2006

YS.

12

Joe Deok

Class of 2005

YS.

13

Rob Campbell

Closs of 2008

14

Jason Miller

\6

SCHEDULE

HOME (BOlDI

CC vs, OPP.

at Castleton State [VTI

7-0

at St. Michael's

2-4

at Skidmore College

2·1

at Norwich University

1-6

Bowdoin

23

Amherst

2-0

Colby

1-10

Trinity Championship

1-2

Salem State

3·3

New England College

2-3

U. of Sautrern Maine

1-4

Closs of 2007

Saint Anselm

34

at Babson College

3-5

Bryan lane

Class of 2006

UMass-Dartmauth

4-5

at UMass-Baston

4·5

17

Joke Henry

Class of 2007

Tufts

25

Hamilton

4·1

18

Andrew Clavette

Closs of 2006

vs. SUNY Plattsburgh

3-4

Amherst

1-4

20

Michael Aglioto

Closs of 2006

vs. Wesleyan

5-2

at Wesleyan

3-0

at Middlebury

1-2

at Trinity

2-10

at Williams

5-2

--

Kristin Steele, Head Coach

•

Suzie Connor, Lauro Gosnell

& Mallory Littman, Captains

ROSTER

Moura

Crowell, Assistant

20

Ashley Mains

Class of 2008

24

21

Jill Mauer

Class of 2008

26

Mallary Littman Class of 2006
Class of 2008
Kristi Post

Gabby Petrill

Class of 2006

22

Laura Gosnell

Class of 2006

30

Christine Cruz

Class of 2008

2 BrittAppleton

Class of 2007

23

Helen Sullivan

Class of 2008

35

Cat Dickinson

Class of 2006

3 ErinWing

Class of 2006

4 BradleyWray

Class of 2007

5 ElizabethBennett
6 SarahMiner

Class of 2008

HOMEIBOLDI

CCV&OPF

Saint Anselm

1-2

Class of 2008

Wesleyan

3-2

Salve Regira

4-0

7 KatieO'Bryon

Class of 2008

Trinity

32

at Bowdoin

0-5

8 KristenVan Slyke

Class of 2008

at Holy Crass

12

at Colby

1-3

9

JenBogle

Class of 2006

at Williams

1-5

Middlebury

0-9

10 KateReardon
II Suzie Connor

Class of 2006

at Middlebury

0-3

Williams

0-4

Class of 2006

at Sacred Heart

1-3

Amherst

2-3

12 ElinorMason

Class of 2008

1-4

U. Southern Maine

31

13 CaitlinSommer

Ulioa

Class of 2006

3-1

at Trinity

0-3

UMass-Baston

15 ElizabethColburn
16 Aly Ridgway

Class of 2006

0-2

at Wesleyan

3-3

Colby

Class of 2005

0-4

Hamilton

3-5

Bowdoin

17 Ali Elkins
19 Meaghan McLaughlin

Class of 2005

1-5

Hamilton

I-I

at Amherst

Class of 2007

Elmira

0-4

I

SCHEDULE
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Dave Campbell, Head Coach

•

Malcolm

Chase

Ben Courchesne, Topher Grossman, Dave Schwartz

ROSTER
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1

Bryon Gregg

Closs of 2006

2

Ben Courchesne

Closs of 2005

3

Robbie Logon

Class of 2007

4

RussChase

Class of 2007

5

Joe Higgins

Closs of 2006

6

Doug Holewa

Class of 2006

7

Jamil Bradshaw

Class of 2007

8

Tom Anderson

Class of 2007

9

Chas Mcloughlin

Closs of 2006

10

Brad Luckhardt

Closs of 2006

II

Brendan Romp;

Closs of 2006

12

Andy Shopneck .

Closs of 2005

13

Chris Corter

Class of 2008

14

James Fronk

Closs of 2005

15

Randall Morrison

Closs of 2008

16

Pot Heffernan

Closs of 2007

17

Don Layfield

Class of 2007

& Tom Lesch, Assistants

& Andy Shopneck, Captains

18

Brion Ford

Class of 2008

28

Alex Sacripanti

Classof 2ro

19

Pot Horan

Class of 2008

30

Jordon Yearsley

Classof 200)

20

Peter Musser

Class of 2008

31

21

Tim Finkle

Class of 2006

32

Mackswell Dickson Classof 2(J1
Classof 200
Joe Budkiewicz

22

Mike Conti

Closs of 2006

33

Elliot Burkland

Class of XiJ

23

Topher Grossman

Class of 2005

35

Lone Carpenter

Classof 200)

24

Matt Flanagan

Class of 2008

40

Craig Audin

Class of 2()l

25

Dove Schwartz

Closs of 2005

44

ChriS Lynn

Class of 200)

26

Kristi Post

Closs of 2008

45

Colin Whitney

Clossof 2001

27

Andrew Haffenreffer

Class of 2008

HIGHLIGHTS
•

4/f2 Dove Schwartz Named NESCAC Player of the Week;
Iopber Grossman Named ECAC Goalie of the Week

•

5/12 Topher Grossman and Dove Schwartz Named to
NESCAC All-Conference Team

•

6/6: Topher Grossman Named to STX/Geico ALI-American Team

..-

Anne Lesch,Head Coach

•

Rebecca Bruce, Maura Crowell

Paige Diamond, Mary

ROSTER
I

Mary Scott

Class of 2005

2

Kathryn Hyde

Class of 2007

3

lindsey Coit

Class of 2008

4

Molly McConaty

Class of 2007

5

Melissa Ridgway

Class of 2006

6

Kelsey Sullivan

Class of 2006

7

ElizoGreenman

Class of 2008

8

Courtney Irving

Class of 2007

9

Moggie DrIScoll

Class of 2006

10

Sarah Chandler

Class of 2007

II

lindsay Groff

Class of 2007

12

Jennifer Robinson

Class of 2008

14

Sarah Tocy

Class of 2005

16

Aly Ridgway

Class of 2008

18

Angela Keller

Class of 2008

21

Colby Tallman

Class of 2008

Scott

& Tom Lesch,Assistants

& Sarah Tacy, Captains

22

Ashley Faber

Class of 2008

35

Alix Werner

Class of 2006

24

Diane Coyne

Class of 2008

44

Paige Diomond

Class of 2005

SCHEDULE
HOMEIBOLDI

HOME IBOLDI

CCys.

OW

CCYs.
OP!'.

vs. Smith

16-5

Mount Holyoke

16-5

vs. Skidmore

9-10

at Amherst

815

vs. Hamilton

7-14

Eastern Connecticut State

14-7

at Middlebury

1-19

at Williams

717

at Trinity

414

Wellesley

12-4

at Tults

5-7

Bates

7-10

Wesleyan

15-16

at Babson

11-7

Bowdoin

8-13

at Colby

14-21

67

Ric Ricci, Head Coach

ROSTER
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•

Richard Yorke, Assistant

Rory Jose

Class of 2005

JoshKnowlton

Class of 2006

Ted Kunhardt

Class of 2007

Brett Zoikos

Class of 2008

Alex Rehnberg

Class of 2007

Hunn Scheidt

Class of 2008

Joel Scata

Class of 2006

TomCote

Class of 2008

MJ Borden

Class of 2008

Chris Coffey

Class of 2008

Mike Hennigan

Class of 2008

Miles Ryan

Class of 2008

• 10/30 19th Head of the FishRegatta - Saratoga Springs,NY

Chris Foote

Class of 2008

• 3/26 at UMass Lowell with UNH, URI,Mount Holyoke and Simmons

Ted Jose

Class of 2008

• 4/9 at WPI with MIT and Williams

Steve Bright

Class of 2008

• 4/16 at Holy Cross with Colby, Ithaca and Tufts

DulguunBaosandavaa

Class of 2008

• 4/17: Tuneskis/BearceCup vs, Coast Guard

JenCohen

Class of 2008

• 4/23: vs. Trinity, Wesleyan at Worcester, MA

LeahHinton

Class of 2008

• 5/1: New England Rowing Championship at Worcester

JasonFried

Class of 2008

• 517-8 ECAC Regional Championships

Owen Cooney

Class of 2006

SCHEDULE
• 10/23-24 40th Head of the Charles Regatta - Boston, MA

Eva Kovach, Head Coach

•

Sarah Connon, Assistant Coach

Lauren Schulz and Emily Chamberlin, Captains

ROSTER
JuliaBianca

Class of 2007

EmilyChamberlain

Class of 2005

ChristinaDietnch

Class of 2007

Liz Greenman

Class of 2007

TonHallowell

Class of 2008

Alana Harris

Class of 2008

LeahHiendlmayr

Class of 2007

JessLeClair

Class of 2008

AlexManning

Class of 2008

FrannieNoble

Class of 2008

Megan McCarthy

Class of 2007

Gwennie Poor

Class of 2008

Cheshire Schanker

Class of 2008

LaurenSchulz

Class of 2006

Courtney Smith

Class of 2008

Diona Taylor

Class of 2008

Heidi Walls

Closs of 2006

Elaine Weisman

Closs of 2007

KristinWright

Class of 2006

SCHEDULE
•

10/3: Textile River Regatta - Lowell,MA

• 10/30: 19th Head of the FishRegotta - Saratoga Springs, NY
• 3/26 Mt. Halyake, UMass Lowell and Simmons at Lowell
• 4/9: vs Williams,WPI at Worcester, MA
• 4/16: Holy Cross, Tufts, Ithaca at Worcester, MA
• 4/17: vs Coast Guard Bearce/T uneskl Cup
• 4/23: Wesleyan, Trrnity at Worcester, MA

• 5/1: New England Championships - Worcester, MA
• 517-8:ECAC Notional Chompionships - Worcester, MA
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I I

SallV1q

Jeffrey Bresnahan, Head Coach

ROSTER

•

Duffy Markham,

Assistant

ElissaLeonard

Class of 2007

Eleanor Sheehan

Classof 2005

Meghon Lucy

Class of 2006

Chorley Struse

Classof 2007

Brouck Anderson

Class of 2007

Danny Markham

Closs of 2006

Ingrid Wenzler

Clossof 2007

Eric Aronsohn

Class of 2008

Henry Maxwell

Class of 2006

Emily Whipple

Classof 2006

Andrew Boker

Class of 2006

David Meleney

Class of 2008

Kit Will

Clossof 2007

Forbes Barber

Class of 2006

Charlie Modica

Class of 2008

Christine Wilson

Classof 2008

KirstenBorton

Class of 2005

Laura Robertson

Class of 2008

Kate Bogart

Class of 2005

Jon Cohoon

Class of 2006

Amanda Calkins

Class of 2005

Amanda Clark

Class of 2005

• 9/26: Danny Markham Qualifies for New England Singlehanded Championship

Adolf Hoffenreffer

Class of 2005

• 9/26: Amanda Clark Qualifies for Singlehanded North American Championship

EmmaHoritos

Closs of 2007

• 10/25 Camels Win Oberg Trophy Regatta in Boston

Elizabeth Hawkins

Class of 2008

Christine Jackson

Closs of 2008

Hans Jensen

Class of 2007

Gracie Kendall

Class of 2007

Niko Kotsotos

Class of 2005

Peter Lelek

Class of 2005

70

HIGHLIGHTS
• 4/10: Camel Women FinishSecond at President's Trophy Regatta

• 4/24 Camel Women Qualify for Nationals at Reed Trophy Regatto/NE Chompions
• 4/28 ElissaLeonard and Kate Bogart Named to ICSA All-New EnglandTeam
• 6/2 Camels Finish5th at ICSA North American Championship
• Camels FinishSecand in New England

•

MeVl1s Soccer

Bill Lessig, Head Coach
Devin Kanabay

ROSTER

•

&

Tyrone Cunningham, Assistant
Jon Knights, Captains

Matt Hozo

Closs of 2008

Jeff Woodward

Class of 2008

Kyle Neidhardt

Class of 2008

Andy Carten

Class of 2008

JonKnights

Class of 2005

Hunter Nadler

Class of 2008

Joe Budkiewicz

Class of 2008

DevinKanabay

Class of 2005

Tam Selby

Closs of 2008

Andy White

Closs of 2008

LoneCarpenter

Closs of 2007

EricSuffoletto

Closs of 2006

Win Robinson

Class of 2008

Matt Tyler

Closs of 2006

LeeCamfield

Closs of 2006

EverettPhillips

Closs of 2006

DarrellComrie

Class of 2006

Michal Kasac

Class of 2006

RobPaniccia

Closs of 2008

Ty Hogan

Class of 2008

David Goldblatt

Class of 2006

ChrisDavis

Class of 2008

David Driscoll

Class of 2008

Mark OHern

Closs of 2007

RobbieLogan

Closs of 2007

SCHEDULE
HOME IBOLDI

CCvs.

HOMEIBOLDI

OW

CC vs.
OPf'

at Eastern CT State

1-0

Trinity College

0-2

Middlebury Callege

0-1

Bowdoin College

1-3

Rhode Island Callege

3-2

at Solve Regina

0-1

Williams Callege

0-2

at Amherst College

0-3

Coast Guard Aoademy

0-1

at Colby College

1-0

at Bates

1-7

at Tufts University

1-3

Western CT State

02

at Wesleyan University

0-1

71

Ken Kline, Head Coach

•

Lena Eckoff, Assistant

Mary Bushnell & Christa Thoeresz, Captains

ROSTER

Class of 2008

Jackie Wode

Closs of 2008

Kate Simmons

Class of 2006

Cot Dickinson

Class of 2006

Amy VoIz

Closs of 2006

Lindsay Graff

Class of 2007

Mary Bushnell

Class of 2005

Rachael Schefrin

Class of 2008

Paige Diamond

Class of 2005

Christa Thoerez

Class of 2005

Maggie Driscoll

Class of 2006

Erica Gagne

Class of 2007

Claire linden

Class of 2008

Lindsey Coit

Class of 2008

Middlebury

1-2

Trinity College

2-0

Anolisse Rios

Class of 2008

Western New England

6-3

Bowdoin College

0-2

Caeli Rubens

Class of 2007

Williams College

2-1

at Amherst College

0-2

Kate Ashforth

Class of 2008

at Mount Holyoke

3-1

at Colby College

2-0

Ryan McManus

Class of 2008

at Bates

1-2

at Johnson and W oIes

4-1

Lucy Strong

Class of 2008

CCXlStGuard

10

at Amherst College

10

Class of 2006

at Wesleyan University

1-2

at Tufts University

02

Rachel Eschle

Class of 2007

at Eastern CT State

1-0

at Midldebury

01

Nicole Doler

Class of 2006

Margaret

72

Bryanna Tokarz

Bacan

SCHEDULE
HOMEIBOLDI

CC vs.
OPP.

HOMEIBOLDI

CCvs

OW

College

Bill McNally, Head Coach

•

Barry

Word

Assistant

Brad Schwimmer & Nick Young, Captains

SCHEDULE

ROSTER
DanBassett

Class of 2008

DannyBloom

Class of 2007

JohnEvans

Closs of 2008

Ned Minevitz

Class of 2007

Wade Mynatt
HunterNadler
RobPurple

Closs of 2008
Class of 2008
Closs of 2008

Dave Renninger

Closs of 2007

Brad SchWimmer

Class of 2005

JordanSavage

Closs of 2007

NickYoung

Closs of 2006

EvanZampella

Class of 2008

HOME (BOlD)

CCvs.
OW
90

HOME (BOLDI

CCvs
OPP.
72

vs Navy at Dartmouth

0-9

Vassar Invitalional vs
George Washington

vs Bowdoin at Dartmouth

1-8

Hamilton

54

vs F&M at Dartmouth

2-7

Tufts

4-6

vs Stanford at Dartmouth

5-4

vs MIT at MIT

7-2

9-0

vs Northwestern at MIT

72

1-8

NISRA Team Chomp at
Harvard vs St. Lawrence

1-8

NISRA Team Chomp at
Harvard vs. Stanford

3-6

NISRA Team Chomp. at
Harvard vs. Wesleyan

8-1

vs Middlebury

at Dartmouth

Columbia
Yale Round Robin vs Bowdoin
Yale Round Robin vs Rochester

6-3

Yale Round Robin vs Cal-Berkeley

9-0

Fordham
Wesleyan
Vassar

9-0
5-4
8-1

73
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Bill McNally, Head Coach

•

Allison Read Captain

ROSTER
LLeYArnold

Class of 2007

Anna Bullard

Class of 2007

HOME

!BOLDI

CCvs.
OPP.

HOMEIBOLDI

eel'
Off
2-7
90

Rachel Eschle

Class of 2007

vs Tufts at Dartmouth

Courtney Irving

Class of 2007

at Dartmouth

09

at Smith vs Haverford

Nadia Jihad

Class of 2008

vs Bowdoin at Dartmouth

2-7

at

Alex Krotinger

Class of 2008

Wesleyan Round Robin vs Wellesley

7-2

at Mt Halyoke vs Wellesley

Ryan MoManus

Class of 2008

2-7

at Wesleyan

Allison Read

Class of 2005

Wesleyan Round Robin vs William
Smith

5·4
9·0

at Vassar Invitational

16

Class of 2008

Wesleyan Round Robin vs Hamilton

4-5

Vassar Invitational vs Hamilton

Class of 2007

Wesleyan Round Robin vs Smith

90

Tufts

4·5
2-7

Class of 2008

Yale Round Robin vs Stanford

3-6

at Princeton vs Stanford

16

Class of 2006

Yale Round Robin vs Bates

09

Yale Round Robin vs Smith

at Princeton vs Wellesley

6-3

8·1
2-7

Yale Round Robin vs Wellesley

5-4

Lauro Robertson
Sage Shanley
Jennifer Stang
Cynthia Whitman

74

SCHEDULE
2-7

at Smith vs William Smith

Mt

Holyoke vs Smith

at Princeton vs Hamilton

6-3

I

I

&

5WIVVlVVlIVl

Marc Benvenuti, Head Coach

•

DiviVl

Ed Edson, Assistant •

Nora Kelly, Diving Coach

Kate Derr , Kate Kovenock & Ali McDonald , Captains

ROSTER
DanielleAlmony

Closs of 2007

KotelynBrochu

Closs of 2008

LaurenBrug

Closs of 2008

KateDerr

Class of 2006

LaurenEngst

Closs of 2005

KataAnn Fronczyk

Closs of 2007

Mally Goettsche

Class of 2006

KateKovenock

Closs of 2005

ChrissyLeBlon

Class of 2008

liz Lingo

Closs of 2007

KristinMacBride

Class of 2005

Amy Martin

Class of 2007

Ali McDonald

Closs of 2005

RyszordaMurphy

Class of 2007

Anon Rotondi

Closs of 2008

JessicaSchwartz

Closs of 2006

Kyle Bartra

Closs of 2008

Jen Superson

Closs of 2008

Samuel Garner

Closs of 2007

Erin Tartaglione

Class of 2008

Bob Kyne

Closs of 2007

Laura Wandner

Closs of 2007

Zachary Landry

Class of 2006

Mallory Watson

Closs of 2008

Alex Wood

Closs of 2008

Alison Wilson

Class of 2007

Brian McVeety

Class of 2008

Gabrielle Zandon

Class of 2006

Sam Lindo

Class of 2008

Lexie Zukowski

Closs of 2006

Alex Gundry

Class of 2008

HIGHLIGHTS
•
•
•
•
•

12/5 Connecticut College Women Dominate Camel Invitational
1/15 Ali McDonald Qualifies for NCAA on Boards for Camel Women
2/20 Camels Post Highest Finishat NESCAC Championship;Kate Kovenock Named
Senior Swimmer of the Year
3/2 Kate Kovenock, Ali Wilson, Liz Lingo,and Mallory Watson Named to NESCAC
All-Conference Team
6/17 Kate Kovenock Named to ESPNThe MagaZine AcademiC All-America Team
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Paul Huch, Head Coach

ROSTER
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Brandon Gatlin

Class of 2005

Jamie Harris

Class of 2008

Craig Hutchinson

Class of 2008

Ned Minevitz

Class of 2006

Deyvi Ortiz

Class of 2008

Ben Sherman

Class of 2007

Gabriel Sidman

Class of 2008

Chris St. John

Class of 2007

Daniel Titcomb

Class of 2008

Paul Huch, Head Coach

•

Allison Read, Assistant

Lauro Demoreuille, Captain
I
I

SCHEDULE

ROSTER
KariBarklis

Class of 200B

HollyBawden

Class of 2006

RachelCaplan

Class of 2006

DanlelleColeman

Class of 2008

louraDemoreuille

Class of 2005

BrittFallon
AmandaPoe
BeretRemak

Class of 2007
Class of 2007
Class of 2007

MelissaShear

Class of 2008

lisaSteckmest

Class of 2008

HOMEIBOLDI

CCvs.

HOMEIBOLDI

CCvs.
OPP.

OW
at Trinity

6-3

at University of Redlands

27

at Bowdoin

2-7

vs Middlebury College

2-7

Bates

72

at Amrerst

0-9

College of New Jersey

5-4

ITAs at Williams
Mount Holyoke

7-2

Babson

8-1

at Wesleyan

8-1

at Wellesley

1-8

Holy Cross
New England's at Amherst

9-0

vs Hamilton at Wellesley

90

Colby

6-3

vs Washington University

2-7

2-7

at Occidental

8-1

Tufts
NESCAC Championship
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TrCAC~ & Fie d

William Wuyke, Head Coach
Ned Bishop, Jim Butler, Adam Fitzgerald

&

Lori Kessel, Assistants

HIGHLIGHTS
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•

Connectirut College Invitational:Women's
Outdoor, 4th Place; Men's Outdoor, 3rd
Place

•

Silfen Invitational Men's Outdoor, 6th
Place; Women's Outdoor, 3rd Place

•

NESCAC Championship 11thPlace

•

Coast Guard Academy Invitational
Men's Indoor, 6th Place; Women's Indoor,
4th Place

•

Smith College Invitational Men's Indoor,
6th Place; Women's Indoor, 6th Place

•

New England Division III ChampionshiP
Men's Indoor, 23rd Place; Women's
Indoor, 21st Place

Men~s Indoor & Outdoor
Class of 2008

Brian Adams

Class of 2006

David Kremski

Ben Alander

Class of 2006

Andrew McCullough Class of 2007

Chris Bonnish

Class of 2008

Deyvi Ortiz

Class of 2008

Matt Bonnish

Class of 2008

Evon Piekera

Class of 2007

Ryan Bartra

Class of 2006

John Ridyard

Class of 2006

Basile Beaty

Class of 2008

Andrew Russell

Class of 2005

Stephen Bright

Class of 2008

Tyler Silverman

Closs of 2008

Ben Clopper

Class of 2007

Eric Stepick Ayers

Class of 2006

Baylin Coddington

Class of 2008

Keith Stocks

Class of 2007

Brendan Curran

Class of 2008

Vitaly Theriault

Class of 2008

Luco DiGregorio

Class of 2005

Thea Tomich

Class of 2008

Brendan Duffey

Class of 2006

Jeff Trasch

Closs of 2008

Joson Fitzgerald

Class of 2006

Adam Weber

Class of 2008

Henry Gaud

Class of 2007

Andrew Weber

Class of 2008

Ted Hubert

Class of 2006

Aaron Wheeler

Class of 2008

Women~s Indoor & Outdoor
Margaret Bacon

Class of 2006

Amanda Monnye

Class of 2008

Laura Bernardi

Class of 2008

Brenna Muller

Class of 2007

Addie Capaldi

Class of 2006

Laura Nadelburg

Class of 2008

Madelyn Carlson

Class of 2008

Chloe OConnell

Class of 2006

Elizabeth Claise

Class of 2008

EmilyRicketson

Class of 2008

Caitlin Connors

Class of 2007

Christie Rosen

Class of 2008

Cora Donovan

Class of 2008

Lindsey Rothe

Class of 2008

Britt Fallon

Class of 2007

Lindsay Schakenbock

Class of 2006

Erica Gagne

Class of 2007

Molly Sease

Class of 2008

Merritt Haswell

Class of 2006

Meaghan Seelaus

Class of 2008

Carly Holbrook

Closs of 2006

Heather Stanish

Class of 2008

Bianca Kissel

Class of 2008

Meredith Stebbins

Class of 2005

Alyse lolberte

Class of 2007

Emma Tang

Class of 2008

Rachel Lamson

Class of 2005

Sarah VanHoogenstyn

Class of 2008

Ashley Lobell

Class of 2008

KristinWalsh

Class of 2008

EllenMcGlinchey

Class of 2007

Alissa Wantman

Class of 2007

Meredith Miller

Class of 2006

Allison Zelman

Class of 2007
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.....

JJ Addison, Head Coach

SCHEDULE

ROSTER
CammiePhelps

Closs of 2007

DOfiaFenton

Class of 2005

LaurenBrug

Closs of 2008

Mally Goettsche

Class of 2006

JessicaSchwartz
Mary Crawley

Closs of 2006
Closs of 2007

SylViaChen

Class of 2006

SarahHartigan
KristinaLewis
KenaallJudson

Closs of 2008
Class of 2005
Closs of 2008

SarahLindsay

Class of 2008

YasmlnNazGrI

Class of 2008

DATE

vs Hartwick College

5-19

4/12

at Utica College

11-9

at Siena College

HOME (BOLDI

3/12

HOME (BOLDI

CCvs.
OW
7-6

4/13

Iona
at Brawn University

2-12

5-12

4/15

vs Washington & Jefferson

5-13

Marist

4-11

4/15

vs Gannon

4-14

vs St. Francis College

2-13

4/16

vs Slipper Rock U

5-12

vs Marist College at

3-13

4/16

at Grove City College

4-6

at Queens College

11-10

4/23

Queens College

14-10

3/21

at Harvard

3-15

4/23

Hartwick College

3-17

3/23

vs St. Francis College

1-9

4/24

Brown University

3-15

4/2

at Brown University

2-19

4/24

Harvard University

514

4/9

vs Harvard at Brown

3-18

3/13

Class of 2005

KataFranczyk

CC vs.
OPP

DATE

3/19

JennaRosenwasser Class of 2008
KatrinaScherben
Closs of 2008
81

82

or s,
83

AVVlV1est~ IVlterVlatioV1Cl

who's in charge ...

who we are...

lauren welch. co-president

natalie paris, treasurer

cadence moore, co-president

andrea roclcscbini, public relations officer

natalie paris. andrea rodeschlni, lauren welch. lily bower. colette rose. christine monahan. katherineveit.
melanie roberts. koltlln o'neil, miriam rubin. caitlin bresnahan. catherine sercrore. casey osborn.coley corsello.
cadence moore

what we're

all about...

amnesty international works to spread awareness of human rights violotions occurring around the world.
through letter-writing campaigns and pamphlet distribution we work to engage and educote the campus
community of injusticeshappening in their world right now

where you've seen us... iamnesty - music awareness concert - april 15th

faculty panel discussion - on "suoon crisis" - december 2nd
movie 8 talk .. "school of the americas" with father roy bourgeois" october 18th
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At CAS

woo's in crorge...

gazde

isabel siegel. co-president
shona sequeira,

nsto noyok. public relations rep

co-president

nikito

treta thapa, vice-president

gupta,

carr, sac rep

chulu chansa, freshman rep

linh vu, secretary
amrito

erdeniz, public relations rep

lerna uzcsci, freshman

treasurer

rep

basar gulcu, technical consultant

wool were all about...

atlas (international student associatianl is committed
connecticut college through a variety
environment for international

to raising international and multicultural awareness at

of campus events and initiatives

while atlas provides a supportive

students at the college, it also serves as a wonderful

resource for students of all

cultural backgrounds

where you've seen us... i-nile _ a

benefit gathering

featuring

international

finger food

&

world class entertainment - april 29th
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BadmiVltoVl C lAb

woo's in ohorge ...

kathryn hargis, president
yuko ishii, treasurer
joey backer, lonny benton, stefonie block, barry

woo weare ...

bradley,

julie bradley,

max comer, derek chang, jacob crowe,

john hanson, kathryn hargis, laura hoffman, kristen holzer, yuko ishii, pate jaruponich, megan mcniff, jacob
meade, adrienne

mennitt, tim messler, don rodman, catherine

spencer, brett spigelman, henry terepka, lerna

uzasci, john vann, william wright

woot we're all about...
where

you've seen

us...

to promote

the

the game of badminton

badminton

at connecticut

college

dub meets two or three times every week and held a badminton

tournament, open to all

students and faculty, in the spring

BPACC
who's in ohorge ...

meghan lucy, treasurer

meg myers, vice-president

emily bassein, president

lilli millhiser, public relations,

anne bider, secretary

jessie gonthier,

ok.o.

grand

master

official archivist

xenos hutchinson, editor

who

we

are...

meghan lucy, !illi millhiser, emily bassein, scott faber, heather

garver,

meg meyer, anne bider, xenos hutchinson,

jessie gonthier

woot we're all about...

to create political awareness

on the connecticut

college campus and help students spend quality learning tirre

in the bathroom.

where you've seen

us... weekly meetings to discuss and create
annuol "pucker up for politics

86

the newsletter

kissing booth fundraiser

at florolia

CC Democrats
wOOs incfurge ...

jason kanter, president

ellen poul. secretary

motthew lstro. vice-president

jennifer dillon, party chair

lola glazer, treasurer

wI-at we're all about...

to promote the values of the democratic porty across the connecticut college campus

whereyou've seen us.. storm the dorms - compus-wide voter reqistrotion drive - october
hump the vote - dance and college party to raise political awareness - october
college democrats of connecticut convention - bringing together college democrats all over the
state to build a more effective political network - april 16th

who'sin dnrge ...

hunter potton, president

brandon gatlin, treasurer

matt molberger, Vice-president

onthony peros, captain

whot we're all about...

to promote on excellent quality of life through the sport

whereyou've seen

the club hockey/coast

is:

guard academy

of hockey and fraternal bonding

game provides hodkey lovers with a unique opportunity to enjoy "old

time hockey" in the environment of a circus

take your kid to work day
inclosing we'd like to say ..

"do you believe in miracles?"

Expose
whos in dnrge ...

emily chamberlin, editor

cameron hewitt, editar

kohe wyly. editar

andrew rnoki. editor

ingrid wenzler, editor

sophie fitzgerald. editor

ben duclos, editor

what we're all about...

expose, the connecticut college journal for interdisciplinary inquiry, existsto foster academic dialogue on
campus by bringing students writing outside of the classroom.

where you've seen us... once per semester, expose publishsesa collection of papers from a variety of disciplinesand perspectives that
speak to different aspects of a selected theme
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FootbCA C lAb

who's in of.arge ...

allen penniman

who weare ...

tom cooper, allen penniman, alexei bien, ken brown,

solomon choge, eric cloutier, eric debeor, benjamin duclos,

hal garrity, sam gould, IOmie harrise, pot hefferman,

jock hendler, joanna hitchner, lessica howler,

&

thomas cooper

davd koplm

lorenz paul korder, paul mcgeough, hunter patton, hanif perry, jose r. sanchez, adam scala, brendan schwartz,
katie seroliol,

stlvie

snow-thomas, andrew

salano, peter sterling, seth stulen. janathan sullivan, anthony tumuhim

bise
wool we're all about...

connecticut college footboll

club competes

with soccer clubs within the northeost circuit and beyond. danniC!)

the blue comel, the successful club has earned
currently seeks

88

0

debut in notional competition

a reputation

as a formidable

force in the region while it

COVlV1

Artists
ien evans, musical director

wOOs in charge ...

abby spencer, business manager
abby spencer, nathan rynerson, laura heaton, jen evans, elizabeth

wOOs in charge ...

rohrbach, eric podolsky, julia kwolyk. felicia

douglass, sam nosuti. alex feinstein, lOe rn.scorcllo. dan rodman, aubrey ford

wOOf we're all about...
wlere you've seen

lJS...

coed a cappella

group singing self-arronged

songs for

the

campus cammunity

fall concer!
spring concert

:

I

'I

89

C~oV'ds

COVlVl
who's in charge ...

kate owens, business manager
amanda cook. pitch

who weare ...

kate owens, amanda

cook. ellen folan, christine duncan, kate nichols, chelsea consul, katherine evans, amy voz

rnoioh johnson, rosie rutan, rachel jylkka, ali scaramella,

whol were a// aboul...

all-female a cappella

where you've seen us.

fall concerl - november

group

12th

holiday cd release - november

4th

mystic aquarium easier eggslravoganzQ
spong cancer! - april 29th
in closing we'd like 10 odd:
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check out our new webs.tel

- march 26th

susannah branch, lenna fankhanel

E~lAe5tV'iaVl Team
wI-os in <farge...

colt mcintosh, captain
nikk; hayes, captain
jen ludgin, captain

wI-o we are..

nicole main, Indy buttenwieser,

ursula bailey, sarah lobel, lauren welch, neerja gupta, ortelle curtis, laura zerro,

stephanie gollob,n, emily winslow,
ben bullock, rosalind streeter,

ollison kent, kathryn qutleber.

len godfrey,

kathryn Winder, johanna bloir. megan porzio. jason siebenthall, kara

emery, julia briggs, cait mcintosh, katrina brewer,

wI-of we're all about...

ccet is a member

of

maggie meimaridis, nikki hayes, rebecca mason,

the ihsa IlntercolieglOle

sasha plkovsky, sarah wilson, jen ludgin, oIexandra mavelli

horse show association).

seasons against 10 other schools in cors-ecticut and rhode island

we compete

In the fall and the spring

Ihsa ISdesigned to give everyone an equal

ride because we ride horses at the school hosting the' show - we're not familiar with our drews.

wIere you've seen

lIS...

fall show' ihsa horse snow' november
spring show - ihsa horse show - march
mystic aquarium easter eggstrovaganza
spring concert -

in cIosirg we'd like to odd.

20th
26th

-

march 26th

april 29th

check out our new websi-cl
http:// connchords.conncolledu
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wOO's in charge...

nina leezenbaum,

co-president

libby levine, co-president

&

jennifer stang, vice-president

who

we

are...

jennifer stang, nino leezenbaum,

treasurer

libby levine, alexandra

pressman, alyssa tcrtoqlione.

gregor, emelia meckstrom, erin russel, lules cheyten-brennan,
marissa yarbrow,
matheuson, wendy

whot we're all about...

to

be

rachel chose, rachel smith, sora walker,

nicole cdorrs.

shona sequeira, sorayo palmer, sophie

bamatter

a service to the connecticut

celebrating

coitlin conners, cate mac

kelley mooney, kristen record. louren welch,

womanhood

college community

by discussing women's issues, spreading information,and

we focus on sexual assault, rape, emergency

contraceptions,

eating disorders and

mental health.

where you've seen

us;

love your body week - event that celebrates
toke bock the night - raise awareness about

women's bodies and discusses body images - fall 2004
sexual assault

mic, and condie procession around conn. to raise

awareness

& rope, consists
- fall 2004

of chalking, chanting, sieging,open

paint your orgosm - sundae party - fall 2004
self defense workshop - spring 2005
sex trafficking In india - discussion - spring 2005
transgender workshop - raise awareness about what it means to be transgendered - spring
eating disorder discussion - hosted by professor chrisler - fall 2004
sexual assault discussion - with michelle lrom new london women's center - spring 2005
selling breast cancer bracelets

2005

-
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I

Fair Trade lV1itiatIve
elizabeth hubley. president

wlol in cfarge ..

sora griesbach. secretary and treasurer. ading president 2005
daniel meltzer. publicity and design
corneliushardenbergh, publiCity and design
elizabeth hubley, sora griesbach, marissa Iombari, laura schmidt, christine monahan, corneliushardenbergh, kate

wOO we are...

goldberg, daniel meltzer, note hinman, chris burke, sora skinner,lisa kwiotkowski

wOOl we're all about... to creote awareness of and promote the use of fair trade goods to the campus community

we you've seen cs,

fair trade chocolate sales - sold fair trade chocolate to the community - halloween and volentire's day
speaker and sweatshop free clothing fashion shaw - cormenecito chie abad spoke to the community about
her experience working in a sweatshop in micronesia and her fight to help other laborers suffering from
the cruel treatment

of those conditions. her speech was followed by a fashion show featuring sweatshop free

clothing, modeled by connecticut college students.
the beehIVe collective - a group of artists who teach others about fair trade issuescome to connecticut
college to unvail their newest bonner promoting their ideas and speak to the community obout their artwork
ond the meaning behind it.

wID, in cfcrge.

kotherine dugas. president
lason feldman, treasurer
oliver withstandley. pr. director
matt sur.becky overholt, andrew blbos, mike just. mike keon, brian cosoro. julio griffin. owen roccoqiio. john

wID weare ...

mclean.david mondeix

what we're all about...

to provide entertainment for the campus via all forms

where you've seen

go day - learn to play the game go - december 3, 2004
_I
t
t play'lng many games such as mariokart and soul caliber - november 15. 2004

lB...

VIUeo game

of gaming

Qurnamen -
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GrOlJ1p Art Attac~

who's in dxJrge..

lauren tropido, president
kate michaud, producer
courtney kennedy, treasurer

who weare ...

we have over 100 rremoersl

whol we're all about... to provide all interested students with the opportunity to be involved in all aspects of theater
where you've seen us... over 15 sludent-run plays each year!
ore-oct festival - fall
dinner theater - food-themed one-act plays accompanied by 3-course italian dnner - spring
in closingwe'd like 10 add ..
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check out our website]

Habitat For HlAVV1aVlit~
J

Ii

who's in dJarge...

eleanor dominguez.

president

timothy ley. Vice-president
olysso tartaglione.

cammunity

outreach

director

rachel qollitro, special events coordinator

who we ore:

adam deligianis. jessico

kosws-er.

liz bergin. morgan

rnoeder. kerri casey. jessie meadow. kat yo d'onqelo. coli

slaughter. bryanne robson. ryan hornedy. cottlin turner-woods.

seymour. cbiqol nntzel

jo hess. renata shypailo. helen sullivan. borbara

what we're all about...

build: participate

in bUilding opportunities

in partnership

with a habitat

time and abilities to the creation

of a simple. decent

fundraise. establish opportunities

to raise funds for habitat

educate: teach chapter
habitat for humanity
advocate: take-action-be

maegan hoover. max comer. hillary turby. laura

for humanity affiliate

contribute your

house
for humanity's work

members. your campus. and the local community about the work and mission of

a voice on behalf

of

people

in need of decent shelter and for an end to poverty

housln\;!.

where you've seen

ts..

collegiate challenge _ 15 students. building a
spring live-in _ 30. students to Simulate poor
overnight

- april 22nd - 23rd

2005

house for five days - march 12th - 20th. 2005
living conditions

- larrabee

of

poverty

- Austin. TX

stricken by living In cardboard

boxes

green
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IVlterVcfV'sit~CViristiCiTVl fe"ows~ip

who's in charge",

lindsay lehr, president
andy aber, vice-presldenl
stephanie tatro, treasurer
kyle olsen, leadership
taylor rotondi, leadership

woo weare ...

christopher park, adam compos, kyle olsen, chrissie brennan, christina comfort, coli slaughter, meg meyer,
janneke quick, matt dyer, michelle blankenship, taylor

rotondi,

lindsay lehr, andy ober, stephanie tatro,

jacqueline cousineau, kevin finefrock, ga~neesha hamilton, dana hoyt, elizabeth
ari rotondi

what we re all about".

to provide

students with a supportive,

proyerful

study the bible, and form strong connections

where you've seen

U!L

fall conference ~ a

conference

fellowship

in which they con learn about god, grow In faith

with other christians and the community

With other intervorsity

students from ct and ri. this year the theme was 'who

is god and who has he called me to be?', including a speaker, workshops
~ comp toohnippi, new hampshire

spring day relreal

and worship ~ november 5~7, 2004

~ a day spent at a Iocol church with the goal of connecting

spend time In worship, prayer and discussion ~ march 5, 2004
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knorr, jessica leclair, chrispark

with god and each other. we

1." L.

wwsmauge"

lauren horowitz, co-editor-in-chief
john mancarella, co-editor-in-chief
jillian may, co-editor-in-chief

Jo we are",

nick roliel kyla

01 lon, gillian bleimann, dana grande, amy lee, sarah lumnah,taylor katz, laura ja hess,misha

johnson,suki boynton, christopher mastellone, teresa pereiro. emily gagen, lauren horowitz, john rroncorejo.
jillionmay
wfot

were all dxxs.: to provide a forum for publishing and promoting student work in the arts at connecticut college we hope
to make awore student art on campus and In the local community. art, in all its forms, is worthy of recognition,
as it is a viable farm of communication. the menagerie acknowledges the necessity to have an outlet for
publishingstudent expression.

wlYe yoo'veseenIlL las! chance party - an art party with the purpose of gathering submissionsfor the magazine, creating art. and
eating good food - once per semester

DlAr WaVlGerllJ1st
wIo, incrorge"

pam ziering, photo editor

silviesnow-thomas, co-editor-In-chief

sophie perry, photo editor

iessica corlson, co-editor-in-chief

caroline eliot, layout editor

amy lee, copy editor

wIo we ae..

liz bradley, yoni freeman, dana guterman, damaris hay, colette rose, bryan serine. connery wilson, dasha . .
Iavrennikov,kate goldberg, clair burnside, sophie fitzgerald, kate deconinck, ben griffith, panna lindner, kristin
griffin, emily chamberlin

wI-ot were all about ...

to provide students who have studied abroad/away

or traveled the opportunity to share their experiences

and advice to the campus community; produce a forum of a different variety of quahty student Writing; Old
in broadening the campus community's worldwide perspective; showcase study obroad opportunities and
t ff ar nts alumni and VISitingprospective students,
diverse travel experiences 0f stud ents f or f acu Ity, so,
P ems.
d .
enhance study abroad/away experience by supplying an outlet for information, personal experiences,a vice
. b t
t d nts with different experiences.
I.

and questions;promote communication

.

e ween sue

v,f",eyCY,lveseen us... the publication of our issues]
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elisso leonard. co-president

who's in charge ...

moria dewees,

alexandra

co-president

pressman, climbing rep.

over 150 rnembersl

who weare ...
whot we re all abouf. ..

to make outdoor

activities fun and accessible

where you've seen us... cross country ski top - a

who's in charge...

we've

college students

group of outing club members went up to new ipswich, new hampshire and spentthe

day x-country skiing at windblown

in closirg, we'd like to add..

to connecticut

ski area - february

11-12,2005

done hiking, skiing, snow shoeing, climbing, koyaking,

and biking tripsl

tegro nuess, president
sara layanthi, vice-president

who we are...

emily weidner,

treasurer

sarah tropido,

jen mclaughlin, carlo canepa, amanda

weidner, ollie baldwin,

whot were all about...

to convert connecticut

dan rodman, jennifer dziubeck,

mohammed.
courtney

where you've seen

lJS...

rnivllle,

more sustainable forms of energy,

and continouslv educate

the campus on efficient

use.

Blackout Nights -

encourage

campus to turn out their lights and use as little energy as possrole: we hove

activities In cro that night that conserve energy and get students involved
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connery wilson, emily

randy jones

college from Its current energy system to renewable,

maintain and ensure this conversion once it has token affect,
energy

cornelius hardenbergh,

- april 22

stlAoeVlt filmmGH~ersDrgcmizeAtioVl
wIos in<farge...

brian newell, co-president
ross morin, co-president

wIo we ae:

daniel ehrlich, chris ferrantino.

colin foote. chriS mas tel lone. tim messler, ross mom, brian newell. tristan odonnell,

iosh posner, brett spigelman

wid we're all about...
wlere you've seen

lIS...

to foster a filmmaking community on campus

nextframe film fesliva~ best student
conn college film festival - collection

films from across the country - spring
of faculty and student films - spring

2004
2004 and 2005

PagaVl StlAckVlt AssocieAtioVl
w/-oS indurge ..

ana compos, president
corrie hackett. vice-president

w/-o

ana compos, come hackett, mike wrubel, jeff bender, condyce

we are...

young-fields, lisa smee. o. blair gordon, kate

hatch

wOOl were all about...

to educate the campus about
anyone who ISinterested

wtere you've seen

lIS..

the neo-pogon

notional pagan pride day - september 21
samhain - the celtic new year celebration we

religious movement, as well as providing

a chance to celebrate

pagan students and

the holidays In a group setting

october

31

celebrate all sabbats and esbats
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Martia Arts C 1;110
who's in charge...

ana compos, president
brad l-eocock. vice-president

who we are...

pramod

&

treasurer

nathan, lauren eichler, brian bower,

dove mandeix, jeremy moore, juliO griffin, owen roccuglia, adam

compos, dove renninger, mike keon, will cook, jonathan

whol were all about..

to provide

conn college codets and coast guard

mclean, paul stepler. kaye hashimota

ocodemy

cadets

with an opportunity

to train in the martial

arts free of cost. the club focuses mainly on tang sao do, but invites guest instructors in other arts, suchas kali
and escrimo.

who's in charge ...

owen rnoloy. president
max bush, events

andrew

manager

rrokl, vice-president

gen wong, secretary
ben griffith, treasurer

whol we're all about ...

to give those students on compus inte rest e d :In f'ISh'Ing th e resources to pursue t heir interests as we II as to
offer advice and guidance
backgrounds

in an attempt

in the sport.

where you've seen us... look forward 10 an annual fishing trip!
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to improve

the angling

skills of all members, regardless

of

their

...

T~e5~wiffs

wros in d1arge ..

onyo watson, musical director
ali mcdonald. general

manager

claire burnside. ali mcdonald.

win weare ...

anya wotson

dronginis. lustine miller. sub boynton.

wlnl we're all about...
wfere you've seen us...
in dosirg

oldest oll-iernole a cappella

jennifer hUlzenga. lauren harris. sarah davis. julia jacobson. holly

theresa chan. sarah reynolds. gwennie

group at connecticut

poor

college

at our concerts'

we'd like fa add..

visit us onlirol
http://oak.conncoll.edur

shwlffs/

Wi lams Street Mix

win's in d1arge...

patricia frey. pitch
kevin finefrock. president

wIx:J

we are...

koitlin walsh. coltlin corless. adam robbins. pashington
golder-novick.

wIut we're all about...
wfere you've seen

I.JS...

coed

0

mott wertheimer.

obeng ir.. toylar rotondl, meg meyer. hunter nadler. rase

nick rivera. kevin [Inejrock. patricia frey

cappello

at our concerts!
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5~VlC~V'OVlized5~atiVlg

who's in charge ...

jen dillon, co-captain
chloe o'cornell. co-captain

who weare ...

jen dillon, chloe o'correll, elizabeth knorr, susana hancock, jess grossi, leeann tisdale, betsy walker, tnciafrey,
jamie spiller

whot were 01/aooat.:

to provide an outlet for members of the conned cut college community interested In figure skating

wf-ere you've seen us.. ice skating show - we skated a program to the musicfrom evilo - march 6, 2005

DCfseiVl
who

s in charge ...

who we are...

lJ1 tiVVlGfte Frisbee

jim folger, captain

connor donohue, captain

connor donohue, jim folger, ben sanfilippo-cohn, zach cohn, heidi cook, chase hoffberger, jake coffey, matt
engel, micah blazar, matthew leers, jake daniels, mike patterson, eric cloutier, hana kolibiarova, zach mueller,
nate hinman,neal gibeault, adam zeender, brenden schwartz. greg fedynyshyn, matt jacobs, joshuawykoff,
jay garber, matt mollberger, tyler pace, jesse taylor-waldman

woot we're 01/ oW...

to play competitve ultimate

wf-ere you've seen us... we have a tournament every weekend in the spring, most weekends in the fall, and spend the first week of
spring break In Savannah, GA at a week-lang nation-wide tournament.
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Team Healt~ & WellVlt?ss
wros incharge..
wro we are...

kate derr, chair

Erica gagne, pe

cralg mccarrick, pe

rich templeton,

craig mccortck.

meaghan seelaus, laura bernardi,

pe

henry gaud, molly goettsche, puni almony, coeli rubens, erica

gagne, kate derr, susana hancack, elise lapointe, rich templeton,

wrot we're ali about...

to promote

a healthy living style among the athletes on our campus and to encourage

body to engage

In an athletic

the entire student

ochvttv. as well as healthy living

wfere you've seen us... coach and athlete discussion concerning the stereotypes
iell-o

lindsay schakenboch, kelsey sullivan, heidi walls

of athletes on conn 5 campus

wrestling

vitamin posters

in harris

open ice rink afternoon dUring heolth and wellness week

who'S In. <.1Iorge...
-'--

iehanne lunguenel, secretary
meghan barry, president
meghan barry, treasurer [springl
lulie kozaczka,

who weare ...

treasurer [falll

ari roiondl, alexandra
griesbach, brenna

stillson, meagan

sulor. christine

hoover, meghan berry. tes cohen, katy whitney, kerri casey, sara

page, rachel chase, andrea

packard,

julie

zullo, hannah burke, mally charest, lauren burke, megan hogan, elizabeth
suki boynton, lauren collins, annie malone, reerc

whet we're allabout...

gupta, gabby

kozoczko.

lauren mccally, kate

hubley, alexandra

patunas,

petrill, te-ano harris, to-ki stuart, shari schultz

to play rugby

where you've seen us... weekly

games

In the fall and games in the spnng
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ege

T~e Co

who's in charge...

I

julia lefkowitz,

VOice

editar-in-chief

rachel gaines, editor-in-chief
nick iyengar, editor-in-chief

who we are...

julia lefkowitz,

rachel goines, nick iyengar, thomas mcevoy, elizabeth

greenman, shona sequeira, paul dryden,

peter sterling, steve strauss, deryl pace, liz cyran, allison glassman, jess comras, amy lee, sara muelbauer,
melissa pease

whot we're all about...

student-run newspaper

where you've seen us... weekly publishingof newspaper

I

WCNI RaG 10
who's

in cfage~.

ross morin, co-general

manager

jano sovcrcpndt

katri

co-general

daniel meltzer, program

rrKJrk

lonoroc.

manager

director

worren, music director

to provide a source

of

college and strrounding

natalie prestiono,

radio

broockosnnq -

bridget!

diverse, alternative,
community.

concert

cornelius hardenbergh,

winslow porter, music director

wOOf were all dxxs.:

treasurer

tristan odon-ell

locally-produced

and operating

public affairs

ellis, community

music and public affairs

wcni gives students knowledge

from diing to managing

director
production

and experience

director

director

represent-ative
programming

for

a radio station

we broadcast 24 hours a day, every day of the week. tbot's a damn mocc enough event for me.
spring on-air pledge drive - during these two weeks we try to raise enough money through donations
our listeners to keep us financially independent

the

in many areas of

and commercial-free

- april 11_ 24

from
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Vox Cameli

who'sin. murge
_L
...

nomita sekhar,

minister

ian lene. minister

who

we are ...

alex patunas, minister of foreign affairs

brett spigelman. president/pitch

of

of performance

jeff bender, rrunrster of happiness

really lang hair

leff bender, ashleigh cotsos. fred duey, felipe estrelo. kaye hasimoto, yuko ishii, christine jackson, jehanne
iunghenet, alex krogh-grabbe,

Ian leue, alex patunas, namita sekhar, brett spigeiman, sorah ewe tropldo.

v.fJaf we're all about...

to bring laughter and joy and babies into the once-broken and unfulfilled hearts of our millions of adoring fans

where YOIJ'veseen cs.

vox rox stors - fall concert - december 10, 2004
spring concerl - april 22. 2005
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who's in dxJrge...

alexa ball, co-captain
trocey mohr, co-captain
ali funk, vice-president
natalie paris, treasurer

who we are...

ali funk olexa ball, sarah lydon, tracey

mohr, leni waif, natalie

fitch, ali bevilacqua,

cori rotsko, callie rotsko. kim fougere,

sarah whittington,

jess comros, jesse szolorz, dasha lavrennikov,

poris, whitney

cote macgregor,

eng, coroline peterson. amber
olivia nold. morgan tracy-fortner,

coitlin bresnahan, kate michaud, ali mavelli.

katie roth, leslie siegel

whot we're all about...

for girls who just want to have fun, club Iacross is the perfect
lacrosse in high school. but no experience

is necessary.

activity.

women's

many of the team members played

club lacrosse is a sports team for rhosewho

love the game. but do not want the rigorous schedule that varsity entails.
college students engaged

where you've seen

lIS...

in other activities, and many of the team members ore involved in several clubs

and find the commitment and octivitv

of club lacrosse to be just right for their schedules.

the team p-octides

dUring both the fall and spring sessions. in winter, many team members

3-5 times a week

join the "club lax floor hockey team" to keep team spirit up 011yeor round.
scrimmages, games, and fundraisers.
and brandeis.

-
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it is the perfect club for

club lacrosse competes

each season, the teem hasseveral

with other colleges necrby. such as yale, brown,

the team also sponsors on end of season dinner as well as social events throughout the secson

.....

Co

eqe ReplAvlicCiW1S

.wI in dxJrge...

x'onlo

colin petry, first vice chair

saldana, chair

sean russell, second vice chair

alison gallaway,

executive

director

katherine williams, secretary

iacob kcrlm. fundraising chair

kathleen callaghan, treasurer

.w

we are...

sarmad osii. danielle birx-rovbuck.

coralina

johnson, owen kloter, lisa kwtotowski.
alex stepanek, cassandra

waters,

yaa anima baffour-awyah,

filrpe lima, leremy make, alexei ncborro.

kate williams, connery

patricia

langevin, michael lionetti, iulian madden,

bresnahan, kathleen callaghan,

frey, ianthe hensman, doug holewa,

chas mclaughlin, julia moorhead.

colin petry, erik piasio, bion piepmeier,

phn rtdycrd.

nona

desllvo. concetta

grant hogan, max housman, andrew

neil mcgowan,

andrew

nick iyengar, jeff

sara muehlbauer, kate nichols,

amy volz. nick young, sarah armstrong, coitlin

benlorrun coulter, mantha

matt gluck, sara griesbach,

ally mavell;, paul mcgeough,

erik rapprich, andy shopneck,

wllscr, michael agl,ato, alexis augsberger,

ionathan cahoon, christian c1ansky, chris devine, chris dietz, helen egan, daniel

ehriich, lauren eichler, yoni freeman,

golloway,

bushel, ben courchesne, colin foote, kacie hare, ed iarosz, erik

duncan, kevin finefrock, alison
jones, ted kunhardt, chris lynn,

meyer, ned mineritz, matthew

alex rehnburgh, nicholas rivera, alex rofolo, x'ania saidana, iordan savage, gregory

ostroch ion piszorskl.
sowa, kotllin walsh, leni

wolf, laz yiannos, chris bonn ish, susannah branch, joson braunstein, lauren brug, mary beth cadieux, chris
davis, christopher foote, a'yse goveia,
iacob korlri

adam haya, peter

derek mckechnie, iacob meade, stephanie

patterson, rinata shypoilo. karen snopkowski,

wid

we're all about...

we are dedicated

of the repubiican

meyer, manuel munoz, pete rnusser, bryan

peter yaniell;, alyssa yow, mary ziegler

not only to help elect members

spreading awareness

heilner, tyler hogan, christine iackson, nadia jihad,

of

the gop across southeastern connecticut, but to

philosophy at connecticut college.

in addition, we provide a venue

for republican college students to meet and learn from each other.

Ot~eV' CllAVS
CC Club Basketball • CC Left • Co Co Beaux
Dodgeball/Bombardment • Ethos •

Feminist Maiority

MOBROC • Muslim Student Assocotion
PeggottyInvestmentClub.

On Words

UMOJA • Unity Gospel Choir

• Coffee

• N20
• SAVE

Grounds

Leadership

Improv Comedy
• SOUL

• Women's Club Soccer

• Cycling Club

• Film Society

• Dance Club

• Hillel • La Unidad

• New London Collegiate Ministry

• Steve Buscemi Club

• Zionist Organization

of

• The Scuds
America at CC

• Ski Team
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110

111

112
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•
seniors.
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andrew david mcdowell
government

r achel lamson

summa cum laude
honors study & distinction in french
dtsttnction in english
esth er c. c ory prize
ph i beta kappa

eli trowbridge
summa cum laude

antonio rebolledo memoriol prize
distinction in hispanic studies & student-designed
tnterdtsciplinory - linguistics
winthrop scholar
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bradley schwimmer

cum laude
distinction in psychology ond sociology
pSI chi

colette rose
distinction in internationol
rober! e. loris;' prize

relations

ross marin

summacum laude
honorsstudy & distinction in Film studies
distinctionin psychology
phibeta kappa
psi chi
"a strang cammi/ment

10 kicking

trang thi hien nguyen
summa cum laude

elizabethfox
dislinct·
. ant hrapo !ogy
Ion In
Cumlaude
rosemary park fella wship for leachmg
canneclicul college teacher cerrthcatton

ass for Ihe love of music"

distinction

program

in economics

chair's prize - economics
pi mu epsilon
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•

jon beard

cum laude
honors study and distinction in chinese language and literature
helen carey caudert prize - chinese
east asian languages & cultures prize

elizabeth ackley

cum laude
distinction in human development
the holleran center for cammunity oelionandpub!l
policy, commumty action certificate program

jason feldman
compufer science

the ammerman center for arts & technology
certificate program
"your reality IS lies and balderdash and I'm
delighted to say that i have no grasp of it
whatsoever ."

katherine earle

magna cum laude
distinction In anthropology

- baron munchausen
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p

"no more homework]"

mara pandolfo

cum laude
disiirction in government
pi sigma alpha

and french

rebecco mandel
magnacumlaude
di5lindion
In human development
connediculcollege teacher ceritlicotton program

m eredith baldi

magna c um laude
honors study & dtstinc tion I n religious studies
r. franc is lohnson prize

joshualeffrey deuink

/opaneseJOnguage
I
on d I·derature
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tamara klein

cum laude
disttnction

in biological sciences

kat a
j frazier

c um laude
distinction in soc iology-based human relations
c onnec tic utc ollege teac her c ertific ationprogram

kacie jeanne hare

amy tennant adams

cum laude
disttnction in government and hispanic studies
pi sigma alpha

summa cum laude
I
distinction in dance and human developmen
cdc dance award
dance depariment award
phi beta kappa
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d

amy catherine angell
cum laude
honors sludy & dislinclion in bolany
belly flonders thomson prize

aila hoehhausen
~mmoCUm laude
I hoors sludyS, disitnction in psychology
ISpomcstudies book prize
~sYecJho/ogy
deportment prize
l erato fellow
Ie loor CUmmingscenler for internolional
"r/if'leoI
ohi b e program
eta kappa, psi Chi

e rik se ve rinjohnson

economics

t

studies

& Ihe liberal oris
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anna rncqlloro

cum laude
distinction in art history
smalley/zahler award
the ammerman center for arts & technology

certificate program

nora bendana

english

pam ziering

cum laude
dtsttnction in anthropology

j[ennfler

r achel ludqin

ec onomic and
s
english
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"how lucky i am that (ve found something that makes saying
good-bye so hard!'
- author unknown

anne cameron bode

human develapmenl

and education

minor in mathematics
connecticut teacher certllicotion program

eleobeth marwell
summa cum laude

or!history
thenancybatson nisbel rash prize
winthrop
scholar

mat petrin

neuroscience and psychobiology
malar in psychology

rachel holt
"Ihe besl nighls are Ihe ones you'll never remember,
Dan'l ever lei Me pass you by ..

with Ihe friends you'll never farge I "
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alexa xanthopoulos

m agna cum laude
honors study & dis/inclion In psychology
the /oor cum m ingscenter for In/em otional studies
and the liberal arts certificate program
psi chi

dana grande

magna cum laude
distlnction In english & music
lavinnia hull smith '23 prize
connecticut teacher certtlication program

marjorie

annable

berry

jenny rose dovld

cum laude

cum laude
honors study & distinction In music
sarah nichols '46 award

environment al science
m inor in arf

the goodwln-nlerlng center for conservation
bIOlogy and environm ental siodie» certificate
program
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c

emily huebscher
honors in classics
"on ne volt

bien qu'ovec
- antoine

Ie coeur.

l'essenhel est invisible pour les yeux."

de soint-exupery

coraline
elior

psychology-based
human reialions
minorin easf asian studies

psichi

yana

I. rode va

summa cum laude
honors study & distindion
in anthropology
the david g. fenton physicsastronomy

prize

pi mu epsilon
sigma pi sigma

sarah elizabeth

fleet

cum laude
dtst mction in the american chemical society
certthcd motor in chemistry/biochemistry
minor in donce
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elizabeth maralda

cum laude
the taar cummings center for international studies in the liberal arts awards
for distinctlon in the program

ridwane abdaal rahman

distinctton in religious studies

nicole alyce hayes

distinction in psyc holoqy-based human relations

matthew douglas yang sur

psi chi
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kristen macbride

matthew rodriguez

stella emsellem

distinction in zoology

christopher clvo]

magna Cum laude

8 american studies
closs of 2003 prize in american studies
01 sigma alpha
distinctionin history, government
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zachary
magna

west

cum laude
honors study 6: distinction in history
distinction In philosophy
hannah groce roach prize
the to or cummings center for international studies and the liberal arts
cerhficate program

[enny hammell

cum laude
distinction in zoology

cecilia

royal

cum laude
honors study 6: distinction in international relations
the holleron center for communJly aelion and public policy certificate
program
pi sigma alpha

128

christine

duncan

magna cum laude
distinction

in music

mahan music prize

I I d'-

lor
t
t'ron a s U
or mferno
ram
and the liberal arts certificate prag
the to or cummings center

c-

=

lauren dunton
cum laude
distinction in government

mary faulke morrisson memorial award
the holleran center for community action and public policy certificate
program
pi sigma alpha

'i. philipalford
h~norsstudy in the american chemical society certified maiot in
Cne mlS. t ry lb·lochemistry

sarah jaeckh

dtsiincttoo in french
connecticut

teacher

certification

program
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joe anderson

adam scala

breigh ann menza

connecticut teacher certificate program

jessica molloy

130

jack hendler

romprasad

neupone

summa cum laude

honors
sludy S disllnellOn In Ihe american chemkalsociely

cerillted

major in chemistry

american
chemli:aI soc/e/y conneelk:ul valley seer/on award
barbarae. gurwilz '88 memorial award
iean v. iohnsion prize
phi bela kappo

latie chisholm
magna cum laude
mrs elizabeth /ieiding memorial award
PSI chi

heidi alvarez
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alexei nabarro
distinction in american

studies

allison s. read
summa cum laude

distinction In psychology
winthrop scholar
psi chi

elliott, emily

summa cum laude
honors study 8, distinction in biological sciences
e. frances botsford prize
winthrop scholar
katherine seaton

132

and economics

•

laura demoreuille

cum laude
distinction in english
museum studies certificate program

linas krisciunos

cum laude
economics and infernotional relations
pi Sigma alpha
disfinction in

meredith Iyn beaty

claire taylor
distincfion in religious

studies
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emma kagel
major

maclean teye amlala

cum laude
distinction in mathematics,
sigma pi sigma

rory jose
distinction in international

physics

and economics

brett spigelman
relations

the gaadwin-niering center for conservation biology ond environmental
studies certificate program
pi sigma alpha
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distinction

in music

"if we don't find anything pleasant. at
least we'l/ find something
new" thank you all very much

caroline

judith bushel

magna cum laude
distinction in english

momadou

(e(ily mondl

nasir niane
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lindsey marshall
magna cum laude
disfinc/ian in infernafianal relafions and [oporese
language and literature

teal butterworth
history
katherine Finneymemorial award

rachel diamond
motor

136

keiko nishimoto
the goodwin-niering
center for conservation
biology and enviranmenfal sfudiescertificate
program

maria alexandra

cuadra

major

""ryn bailey

Olio

,

m kaufman
Wor

I

•

patrick stenger

museum studies ccrnitco!e program
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morrigan

mccarthy

elizabeth m. kennedy

cum laude
distinction in french

erika berllnghaf

allen penniman

cum laude
distinction in urbon studies

138

r ichar dbergan
i

nternafi

onal
relaiioos

italian

amanda waters calkins
cumlaude
Ionorsstudy 6: c/;stlncliCln In psychology
osi chi

pllion
emily chamberlin

summa cum laude
~anarsstudy I;; distinction In government
I~mctionin sociology-based
human relations
to ert e. fOrish prize

sociology deportment prize
winthropscholar
pi Sigmaalpha

may

summa cum laude
distinction

in art

sally liebig 70 pnze
.
.
the taar cummings center for international
and the liberal arts certification program
phi beta kappa

.
studies
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lindsey benedict

laude
distinction in classics and arl

cum

john mancarello

summa

cum laude
distinction in ort

phi bela kappa

140

gillian stump!
summa cum laude

distinction in italian and french
phi bela kappa

katelyn kiermaier

magna cum laude
honors sludy 8 dislinction in english

ana campos

mag na cum laude
distinction in psycholog y 8 architectural studies
psi chi
hanilperry
anthropology 8 government

jessica carlson

glenn z. stevens

major

major

li
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samantha lee
magna cum laude

distinction
psi chi

in

psychology-based

human relations

james frank

motor

amy phelan

honors study in environmental studies
the goodwin-niering center for conservation
biology and environmental studies certdicote program

margaret turner

magna cum laude
distinction in art history
the museum studies award
museum studies certificate
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program

jeremy

moore

honors study 6: distinction in classics
dlSiinction In philosophy
elizabeth c evans prize

lillanykrempely

honorssludy & dislnclion In psychology
, psi chi

andrew

bibos

marriganmccarthy
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jennie mclaughlin

cum laude
honors study & distinction in anthropology
eva I butler memorial prize
the halleran center for community action and public policy certificate
david padrid

program

distinction in art

rebecca garland
eva sands

honors study in psychology
144

honors study & distinction In Filmstudies d
the holleran center for community oelion on
public policy certificate program

timothy lenaghan

distinction in philosophy
robert w. jordan prize

6: classics

Vimalvishwanothon

laude
drstinetia
.
n In economics

SUmma CUm
rub y

.

t . moms.

prize

Winthropscholar
PI mu epsIlon

8

computer

science

erin blanton

maior
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zach cohen

koill gaslant
psi chi

lonna semel
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[ohcnnoh blackman

summa cum laude
honors study & distinction in philosophy
susanne k. longer award
the holleran center for community aelion ond
public poky certificate progrom
winthrop scholar
pi sigma alpha
10 wrence scholar

brianna siegel
distinction In biology

nataliebalch
the hol/erancenter for commum!y
puMcpaltey cerl;/;ca!e program

michaeli colombino
magna cum laude
distindi·
. h on In psyc hi·0 ogy-bosed
PSI C

i

oct/on

and

hod ley mcloughlin
honors study & distinclion

humon relotions

in anthropology

& economics
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stephanie cole

andrew roth schaff

dtsnnciton

in art

kate bowsza
summa cum laude

distinctton in psychology-based
phi bela kappa
psi chi

human relations

"10 love is 10 risk no! being loved in return 10 hope is 10 risk greal
pain 10 Iry is 10 risk failure, bul risk musl be taken, because Ihe
grealest hazard in life is 10 ris}:nolhing"
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llz o colby

dave schwartz

olson lesht

adam weber
cum laude
distinction

in economics

149

katrina brewer

lydia littwin

motor

c um laude
the halleron c enter for c ommunity ac tion and public polic y cerniicate
program

pSI chi

thomas michael cooper

distinction in sociology-based human relations &
psychology-based
human relations
psi chi
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[ennllcr harris
magna cum laude

distinction

In

anthropology

trevor

danielle sipplak

lewis

magna cum laude
honors stud y 3 d istinction in latin omericon studies
d oris meyer scholarship and service award in the
d epartment of hispanic studies

dis/inclion in art

the holleran center for community action and public
policy certificate program

dove moccia

kathryn wilks hargis

major

magna cum laude
..
.
honors study 3 distinclion In archdeclural studies
archdeclural studies award
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jacob crowe

summa cum laude

distinelion in philosophy
louise holborn prize
professor

3 government

lester reiss prize

winthrop scholor
pi sigma alpha

matt brogan
moiot

ali brooks

You have brains in your heod
You hove feet in your shoes
You con steer yourself any direction you choose.
You're on your own. And you know what you know.
And you are the one who '/I decide where to go.
-i». Seuss
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norah

longendyck

sum m acum laude
honors study 3 distinction
esther c corv prize
the to or cummings

center

In

f or

french
..

/ I d'

mferno IIon osu"

and the liberal arts certificate program
phi beta kappa

pi

topher grossman

maior
"thanks to those that helped

me and nuts to those that didn't

later."

eve southworth
elisabeth
miller

Cumlaude
dis/indion in dance

magna cum laude
honors study 6: dislinclion in history
history department prize in u.s. history
the ammerman cenfer for arts and technology
cerlificate

program
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•

tegra nuess

m agna cum laude
dis/inc/ion in french

8 or/

amanda k morris

magna cum laude
distinc/ian in international relations 8 iialion
italian depar/men/ prize
pi sigma alpha

pashington obeng jr.

magna

cum

laude

stacy 10m

cum laude
honors study
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8 dis/inc/ion In sOCiology

andrew mccullough
the s/rasberg
scholarship

owen kieler
magna cum laude
ms!JncllonIn hlslory
pi sigma alpha
lawrence scholar

prize

d' government

'oudemes for/uno juvol" - virgil
sgo - 2, 3 (academic affairs! 4
college republicans [vice chair) 2
historyadvisory board I, 2 (chair)
concertband I, 3

3. 4

3. 4

connery

wilson

marissa zanetti

summa cum laude

cum laude
distinctionin english

dis/inclion in sociology-based
phi beta kappa

human rela/ions
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sarah lumnah

magna cum laude
distinction in english & government
t he goo dwin-nicri
wm-ruermq center for conservation
pi sigma alpho

.
biology

.

emily hossfeld
summa cum laude

distinction in art
winthrop scholar

elm sinpeng

"going to college is like eating an orange, you have to peel if first,
then eat if. while ealing if, occasionally you have to spif out some
seeds. but by the end of if, the [uice leaves a long-lasting sweet taste
in your mouth."
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kristina lewis

cum laude
connecticut

.

6: enVIronmental
sludlEl

.
rom
teacher certification prog

lauren horowitz

cum laude
distinction

in art

Ihe ioor cummings cenler for inlernolionol studies and Ihe liberal oris

mary scott

8 east asian studies

in/emotionalrelations

'ocrievemeri IS Ihe knowledge Ihal you have studied and worked hard
anddone the besl that is in you success is being praised by others,
andIhot'snice, 100, bul nol as imporlanl or salisfying always aim for
achievemenland forgel oboul success."
- he/en hayes' mother

ellen m. richardson
virginia

Ii

distinction in government

pi sigma alpha

honors study & distinction in anthropoloqv
Ihe ioor cummings cenler for inlemolional studies
& Ihe liberal oris award for dtstinction in the
program

claire garber goodman

'54 award
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franklin king iv

cum laude

cottlin

I isa ann smee

cum laude
honors study 6: disttnction in psychology
distinction in philosophy
psi chi
the holleran center for community aelion 6: public policy
"what we have once eoioved we can never lose. all that
becomes a part of us." - helen keller
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mcintosh

cum laude
honors study in self-designed
motor bioorganic zoology
distinelion In english
the goodwin-niering

center

biology 6: environmental

interdisciplinary

for conservation

studies

much love and thanks to my family and fnendsfor
supporting
we

love deeply

me in more

"to ride a horse

ts

ways

than one.

to borrow freedom"
- helen thompson

lauren tully
distinction in art

rebecca lennon
cumlaude
efts/inchon
In human de ve/opmenl
cdcdance award

ani jovian

emilymary goldberg
;ummacum laude
onorsstudy & disimciiot: in psychology
cameron
horner smyser '92 award
.
~~ehw torrey award lor the psychological
studies of social
1'1 fhollerancenter lor communily
action 8, public policy
In rap scholar
psichi

cum laude
distinction in dance
martha myers prize

Issues
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corey mcauliffe

esra ince

sujata tuladhar
c um laude

honors study 8 distinction in international relations
vera snow graduate fellowship
the toor cummings center for International studies 8 the liberal arts
thomas I watson fellowship
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caitlin

braun

magna cum laude
distinction in biology
senior biology award

•

sam dimond

Inesso simonovich

tim gray
eOf
di/

11
.

h

er. uizengo
Imctlon in anthropology

honors study in ihe american chemical society
certified major in chemistry
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silvie snow-thomas

summa cum laude
honors study 3 distinction in student-designed
interdisciplinary: comporative media studies (;
rhetoric
phi beta kappa

ashley salad

history

3 french

"these people who contribute to who i am, they
are with me wherever i go, and as history gets
rewritten in small ways with each passing day, my
love for them only grows because the truth is...it
was the best af times. "
- Lp.

lauren lr opido

distinction in student-designed interdisciplinary - the
self and group dynamics: the psychology of theater
and interaction
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Seniors Not Photographed
Allen Bunting
distinction in anthropology,
the goodwin·niering
cen~er for conservation biology and
envtronmentst studies certificate program

'RachelAdler· cum laude .
6stinction
in religious studies
SarahAllen· cum laude
disUn"onin art history

Claire Burnside- cum laude
distinction in english

MaoeanAmlalo- cum laude
.
~sUncUon
in malhematlcs, phySICS and

ToddAnderson

I

UndseyAndrews· summa cum laude
iKlnorsstudy& distinction in international
relations,the hol/eren center for community
"Uonandpubiic policy certificate program,
belakappa,pi sigma alpha

Mary Bushnell
distinction in english and emeticen studies

I

phi

summa cum laude

Emily Cummings- cum laude
honors study & distinction in anthropology
religious studies, b june mack/in senior
anthropology award

award

Sannad Asif· summa cum laude
honors study & distinctionin economics, the toor

connecticut teacher certification program

cummingscenter for international studies and
IIw liberalaris ceriif/cate program, phi beta
kappa,pi sigma alpha

Amanda Calkins- cum laude
honors study & distinction in psychology,

and

Marcy Currier
psi chi
Elizabeth CusackdisUnction in art

cum laude

KafurynBaga

Ana Campos- magna cum laude
psi chi

Anne saneca- cum laude

Michael Cantor

distinction in government

Kirsten Barton

Jessica Carlson

KalhrynBatley

Suzanna Cattanachcum laude
distinction in american studies

Heather OeBari- summa cum laude
honors study & distinction in behavioral
neuroscience, winthrop scholar, psi chi,
desiderata fef/ow, cameron homer smyser '92
award

MeredithBeaty
LindseyBenedict· cum laude
distinction
in classics and art

Greg Davis

Justin Cesnavicius
the american chemical society certified major in
chemistry

RichardBergan

Emily Chamberlain- summa cum laude
honors study & distinction in government and
sociology based on human relations, winthrop
scholar, pi sigma alpha,robert e lorish prize
sociology department prize

ErikaBerlinghof

Rachel

KaleBerton

Jordan Chase-Jacobsenmagna cum laude
honors study & distinction in international
retetions, the toor cummings center for
international studies and the liberal arts
certificate program, pi sigma alpha

MargaretBennett

MdrewBibas

..

AlexanderBien- magna cum laude
dis"ncUonin English, james r baird prize
DanlelleBirx·Raybuck
psichi

,

Courchesne-

Maria Cuadra
Teal Butterworth
katherine finney memorial

Corinna Beale- cum laude

\

Benjamin

honors study & distinction in English, phi beta
kappa, sarah ensign cady memorial prize, john
edwin wells memorial prize

Michael Cruz

Heidi Buxman

I

Cording

Mary Crowley. cum laude
honors study & distinction in French, lawrence
scholar, esther c cal}' prize

Caroline Bushel- magna cum laude
distinction in english

economics,sigma pi sigma

Charles

Chase

J .A. Chyten-Brennansumma cum laude
distinction in government and gender & women's
studies, mary foulke mortisson memorial award,
jane w torrey award in gender and women's

JohannahBlackman- summa cum laude
honorsstudy & distinction in philosophy, the
ho/~erancenter for community action and pubtk:
policycertificateprogram

studies

ErinBanton

Erika Clark- cum laude
honors study & distinction in behavioral
neuroscience, psi chi

C~in Block
connecticut
teacher certification program
GabrielBluestone

Amanda Clark
distinction in art

Elizabeth Clark- oarvey- summa cum laude
distinction in architectural studies and
mathematics, phi beta kappa, phi mu epsilon

Ha"y Biumenihaillt
Elliot Coakley
KateBogart· cum iaude
Liam Cohen
DanielBraziller
d'IStmctionin economics

Zachary

AndreaBrear

Jorge Colon

lUke Buckingham

Amanda

Cohen

Cook- cum laude

Heather DeDecko
the toor cummings center for international
studies and the liberal arts certificate program,
best translation of slavic fiction
Michael DeMarco
Laura Demoreuille- cum laude
museum studies certificate program
Sarah Dewey- cum laude
distinction in art and architectural studies
Paige Diamond
Rachel

Diamond

Gianluca DiGregorio
Sarah Dooley
Katherine Dugas
honors study in biology
Michael Dult- cum laude
american institute of chemists award for
biochemistry
Jennifer Dziubeck- summa cum laude
honors study & distinction in economics &
environmental studies, the hol/eran center for
communfly action and public policy certificate
program, phi beta kappa, morris k udall
scholarship, barbara shaffuck kohn 72
environmental studies award
James

Elbaum

Alexandria

Elkins

Emily Elliott- summa cum laude
honors study & distinction in biological
sciences, winthrop scholar, e frances botsford

otize
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Ryan Hoyler

Laurn Engsl

Gabriel Gold- magna cum laude
distinction in religious studies

honors study in history

Samantha

Tasha Goldblum

Douglas Jackson- magnaCumlaud,
distinction in history, historydapartmet .
excellence in asian history
n pnlB ~

Fast- cum laude

Stephen Feeley, Jr

Beverly Gonzalez

Daria Fenton
connecticut teacher cerlification program

Kaili Goslant

psi chi

Lindsay Ferrara
honors study in psychology

Anthony Greco
distinction in english

Jesse Fink

Caitlin Greeley- magna cum Jaude

distinction in architectural

Bryan Jaeger
Adam James

connecticut taacher certificationprogrnm
Edward Jarosz

.
studies and art history

Ellen FoIan- cum laude
Trudy Greenwood
James Folger
.'
.
distinction in american studies. psi ChI,.lUcy
mcdanneJ prize, psi chi award for contributIOn to
the fleld of psychology

Christine Griffin- cum laude

Sarah Folsom- cum laude
connecticut teacher cariification program

Krystle Guillory

Colin Foote- cum (aude
distinction in history and smericen studies
Mara Forbes
distinction in dance
James Frank

Zachary Jonas

honors study in philosophy
Adria Jordan- summa cum laude

distinction in economics andpsychology,
pi;
beta kappa, econometricsprize,gender!
economics prize

Daniel Griffith

Kendall Gutweiier
Liana Guzman Weis- cum laude
honors study & distinction in psychology, the
toor cummings center for international stu?le~
and the liberal arts certificate program, pSI chi
cisle award for distinction in the program

Rory Jose
distinction in international relations,the goodwin.
niering center for conservationbiology and
environmental studies certificateprogram, pi
sigma alpha
Michael Just
Emma Kagel

Jonathan Franks

Lauren Haag- magna cum laude
distinction in government, pi sigma alpha

honors study in biomedicalethics,theholl,,,,
center for community actionandpublicpol.y
certificate program

Joel French
distinction in religious studies

Adam Haas

Devin Kanabay

Robert French

Carolyn Hackett

Jason Kanter
distinction in government, pi sigmaalpha

Christopher Fry

Adolf Haffenreffer IV

Mollie Gage

Sewit Haile

Colin Gallisan

John Hanson

Adam Kaufman

Rebecca Garland
honors study & distinction in film studies, the
hol/eran center for community action and public
policy cerlificate program

Sara Kelly- cum iaude
distinction in art

Lauren Harris- cum laude

honors study & distinction in anthropology,

toor

cummings center for international
and the liberal arts certificate program

Jennifer Hart- cum laude
connecticut teacher certification

Brandon Gatlin

Laura Heaton
distinction in international relations
the toor cummings center for intemational

anna
lord strauss college medal, janet foster rtc '80
senior award
Angelica Gibbs
connecticut teacher certification program

Joost Gieskes- cum laude
distinction in economics and international
relations
Elizabeth Ginn
the gOOdwin-niering center for conservation
biology and environmental studies cerlificate
program, helen f mathieson '52 prize
Genevieve Godfrey
honors study in zoology, the 9oodwin-niering
cen~erfor conservation biology and
environmental studies certificate program
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Elizabeth Kennedy- cumlaude
distinction in french

studies

Hilary Garrison-Botsford- summa cum laude
disUnction in psychology, phi beta kappa, psi chi

Philip Gedeon
connecticut teacher certiticetion program,

the

program

studies and the liberal arts certificate program

Mary Ellen Kennedy
Michael Keon- cum laude
distinction in english, connecticutteacher
certification program
Neelum Khattak

..'

_I

the american chemical sOCiely
cemfied
maJOI
chemistrylbio/ogy, jean vJohnstonpnze

John Herbst
distinction in mathematics,
physics and
economics, phi mu epsifon

John Kiely IV- magna cumlaude
honors study & distinctionin french~ro '54
architectural studies. marga,etkll1!) 1/rIIISIIi1
and thomas r moore endowedtravelt,

Joseph Hessert

esther c cary prize

honors study in English, abrahms prize for
nonfiction - honorable mention, hamilton m

Katelyn Kiermaier- magnacumlaud,

smyser prize

honors study & distinctionm,ngllSh

Cameron Hewitt- cum laude
the 9oodwin-niering
center for conservetion
biology and environmental studies certificate
program

Jonathan Knights

Lindsey Hoehn
distinction in art
Kosten Holzer

Adam Knoff
....
ironmentaJ
honors sludy & dlstmctlonmenv rialp!i~
o
studies anthony francis nelsonm,m ntal
,
"
Id
t
en"ronm'
for excellence in the ,,9 0

studies
Elizabeth Knorr- summa cumI~U:an"Ioff""
distinction in sOCIOIOgy~b::.edu
and French, ohi beta ka a

Peter Manganello
ki9ridKnu~on
Dav Markowitz
distinction in economics

~cholasKatsatos

Kale Kovenock- cum laude
/1)IIOIS study& distinction

in philosophy

rrifanyKrempely
.
OJIWO study& distinction In psychology

Nlntzel- magna cum laude
honors study & distinCtion in psychology, psi chi,
bernard f murstein award

Abigail

Lindsey Marshall- magna cum laude
distinction in international relations and japanese
language and literature

Keiko Nishimoto
the goodwin~nien'ng center for conservation
biology and environmental studies certificate
program

Christopher Mastelleone

Tad O'had

Jillian May- summa cum laude
distinction in art,tha toor cummings center for
international studies and the liberal arts
certificate program, phi beta kappa, sally Fiebig
'70 prize

Steven

pliehi
UnasK~sciunas· cum laude .
.
distinction in economics and mternatlonal
,!anons, pi sigma alpha
Usa KwiatkoWSki
SUS31iLaszewski· summa cum laude .
distinctioninjapanese language and literature,
8sstasianlanguages & cultures prize
Samantlla Lee- magna cum laude
rlislinclien In psychology-based human relations,
psiehi

Overholt- cum laude
distinction in theater
Rebecca

Katherine Owens- magna cum laude
distinction in architectural studies
Cesar Pal ana 11

Morrigan McCarthy

the hol/eran center for community action and
public policy certificate program

Alicia McDonaid
Erin McGrath
distinction in art, connecticut teacher certification
program

PelerLelek

Jeremy Palumbo
the ammerman center for arts and technology
cerlificate program
Brendan

C~delia Lembo
limo~y Lenaghan- cum laude
dislincUon in philosophyand classics, robert
~rdan prize

Jaimie Mayer- cum laude
distinction in theater

w

Nicole Lew- cum laude
distinction in architectualstudies
Michael Lickwar
Mollylieber- cum laude
distincUon in dance
Cara Liguori·summa cum laude
dis/inc,en in dance, phi beta kappa
FilipeLima
Joanna Lindner- magna cum laude
distinction in religiousstudies

Oven

Jennie McLaughlin- cum laude
honors study & distinction in anthropology, eva I
butler memorial prize
Christopher Meissner

Paradis

Kyle Parcella- cum laude
honors study & distinction in biochemistry,
cellular & molecular biology, paul abel schwarlz
memorial prize

Sarah Mele- magna cum laude
distinction in art and government

William Patton- cum laude
distinction in economics and international
relations, pi sigma alpha

Jessica Mellen- cum laude
distinction in art history and anthropology,
museum studies certificate program

Virginia Dare Paulin- cum (aude
distinction in government, pi sigma alpha

Daniel

Melzer

David Merrill
Timothy Messler- magna cum laude
distinction in film studies
Ryan Metzler

Ana Pedro

Jeffrey Pelczar
Anthony Peras- cum laude
distinction in government and history, pi sigma
alpha
Hanlf Perry

FrancescaLoparco
Moore
the holleran center for community action and
pUblic poiicy certificate program
Cadence

PelerLuthy- summa cum laude
honors stUdy & distinctionin mathematics and
P?y~ics, winthropscholar, phi mu epsilon, sigma
PI sigma, oakes and louise ames prize, julia
wells bower prize
Alexandra Lyon
psi chi

Jeremy Moore
honors study & distinction in classics, distinction
in philosophy, elizabeth c evans prize
Emily Morse
honors study in classics

Sophie Perry
distinction in anthropology
Vasilios Petropoulos
Amy Phelan
honors study in environmental studies, the
goodwin.niering center for conseNalion biology
and environmental studies certmcate program

M'92n Macfarlane-magna
cum laude
drsbnction in human development and dance

Nori Muniz

David Podrid
distinction in art

J~remy Make- magna cum laude
dlsnncUon in writingand directing across media

Emity Mygalt
american institute of chemists award for

Winslow Porter
distinction in film studies

chemistry
Joel Malebranch

Natalie Prestiano- cum laude
distinction in human development, psi chi

Tristan Mallinson

Alexei Nabarro
distinction in american studies

HasanMamun

Elizabeth Nelson

Reynaldo Punzalan Jr
distinction in latin american studies

~?h~M~ncarella·Summa

Brian Newell-

cum laude
honors study & distinction in film studies

Hilary Rader

cum laude
~sltmctlon in art, phi beta kappa
en Penniman
cum laude,distinctionin urban studies

Nicholas Raffel
Mamadou Niane
Piva Raikumar

Cedly Mandl
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Susan Ramage
connecticut teacher certification program
Diana Ramos

Lanna Semel

Margaret Turner- magna cum laude
distinction in art history, museum studies
certificate program, museum studies award

Bryan Serino
honors stUdy & distinction in history, the hol/eran
center for community action and public policy
certificate program, peter s yozet' prize

Katherine Varnum
distinction in anthropology

Barbara Seymour- cum laude
distinction in gDvernment, pi sigma alpha,
lawrence schofar

Vimal Vshwanathan- summa cum laUde
distinction in economics and computer science
winthrop scholar, phi mu epsilon, ruby t morris'
prize

Erik Rapprich
Allison Read- summa cum laude
distinctiDn in psychology and economics,
winthrop scholar, psi chi
Rebecca Reeves
honors study in biochemestry,
molecular biology

cellular and

Nicholas Reid
distinction in international relations
Andrea Reynolds- cum laude
distinction in italian studies, the toor cummings
center for international studies and the liberal
arts certificate program, italian department prize

Eleanor Sheehan· summa cum laude
distinction in history, phi beta kappa

Barbara Silk- summa cum laude
distinction in economics, phi beta kappa, gender
& economics prize, ruby t morris prize
Jane Slater- magna cum laude
distinction in international retsiions. pi sigma
alpha
Abby Spencer- cum laude
distinction in psychology, connecticut
certification program, psi chi

Elizabeth Robinson- cum laude

Brett Spigelman
distinction in music

Alicia Rodriguez
ccnnecticu: teacher certification program

Sarah Walker- summa cum laude
distinction in gender and women's studiesand
sociology, phi beta kappa, susan j rose '62 phze

William Shopneck

Lauren Richter- cum laude
distinctiDn in sociology, the goodwin-niering
center tor conservation biology and
environmental studies certificate program

and religious studies

teacher

Nathaniel Staub

Kelly Washburn
Cassandra

Waters

Anna Watson
Emily Weidner- summa cum laude
honors study & distinction in botany, distinctIOn
in environmental studies, the goodwin-niering
center for conservation biology and
environmental
studies certificate program, phi
beta kappa, anthony francis nelson memorial
prize for excel/ence in the field of botany
Adam Weinberg
honors study in environmental studies
Daniel Welch
distinction in French, honors study in history

Andrea Rosenberger

Meredith Stebbins- cum laude
distinction in urban studies, the toor cummings
center for international studies and the liberal
arts certificate program

Laura Rosenshine

William Steel

Andrew Russell- magna cum laude
honors study & distinction in government,
distinction in history, pi sigma alpha, louise
hofborn prize

Patrick Stenger
museum studies certificate program

Katherine Williams- magna cum laude
the goodwin-niering center for conservation
biology and environmental studies certificate
program

Nathan Rynerson- magna cum laude
distinction in history, history department prize for
excellence in latin american and african history

Glenn Stevens II

Kathryn Roe- cum laude, distinction in
sociology-based human relations

Alexandria Stepanek- cum laude

Gillian Stumpf- summa cum laude
distinction in italian and French, phi beta kappa

Dudley Samponaro
Benjamin Sutcliffe-Swanson
Eva Sands
honors study in psychology
Farai Sanyangore- magna cum laude
distinction in mathematics and economics
Stephanie Savage- magna cum laude
distinction in government, pi sigma alpha
Carrie Scabich- summa cum laude
honors study & distinction in psychology,
distinction in sociology, phi beta kappa, psi chi,
sociology department prize
Alexander Schoenfeld
Elizabeth Schubert- cum laude
distinction in american studies
Deena Schwartz- summa cum laude
distinction in psychology, the holferan center for
community action and public policy certificate
program, phi beta kappa, psi chi, cameron
homer smyser '92 award
Katherine Seaton
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Adam Tabor

Hannah Wharton

Lydia Willsky- summa cum laude
honors study & distinction in religiousstudies,
distinction in psychology, phi beta kappa, psichi
Brett Wilson
Graham Wright- magna cum laude
distinction in philosophy and music, saroh
nichols '46 award, anne and eugene tehennepe
prize

Sarah Tacy- magna cum laude
distinction in psychology-based human relations
the hol/eran center for community action and
'
public policy certificate program

Sarah Wright- summa cum laude
distinction in zoology and dance, phi betakappa

Stephanie Tatro- magna cum laude
honor~ stUdy & distinction in english, the toor
cum'!1mgs center for international studies and
the liberal arts certificate program, abrahms
pnze for fiction

Coralie Yang- cum laude
distinction in dance, psi chi

Claire Taylor
distinction in religious studies
Christa Thoeresz- magna cum laude
distinction in american studies and sociologybased human relations
Joseph Tremblay
Benjamin Tressler

William Wright

Amy Zuckerman- cum laude
distinction in economics

a

parent
ertisements.
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Elizabeth Knorr

Marcie Berr

Elizabeth,

CONGRATULATIONS!

We are so very proud of all you've explored and
accomplished at Conn, studying in Geneva and
Mali, and interning at Ecumenical Ministries
of Oregon.
Love! Congratulations!
Dad. Mom Emilv

Ryan Metzler

•

Ryan,
You've always been your own person ... so believe in "you".
Follow your dreams, they will become reality. Take the path
where your curiosity leads, you will find excitement.
May success and happiness be yours always.
With pride & love,
Mom & Dad
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•

We are so proud of you!
Love,
Dad, Mom, Mason, Emily,
Willie , Rafiki and Oreo

II

L dia Willsk
ONGRATULATIONS!
We sent you to Connecticut College with abundant faith that you would make the
most of your four years there, and you have fulfilled that promise with such pleasure
and passion. We've seen you grab hold and plunge in, up to your elbows,
smiling all the way.
May you continue to prosper in life, health, and happiness,
All our love,
Mom and Dad and Kate
and
Uncle Peter and Lauri, Grandy, Aunt Hope, and Poppy

•
hristopher Civali

Rebecca Lennon
BECKY,
We are very proud of you
and we sure do love you!
Love, Dad, Murrie,
Josh, and Andy

•

Kate Kovenock
Chris ,
Yourperfonnance
atConn was top notch and you should feel
proud
ofyourselfand your accomplishments - we do.
Stay onCourse,the best is yet to come.
Way to go, boy!
Love,
Dad, Mom, Mike, and Dania

•

GO,
KATE
GO!

•
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Core McAuliffe

c

REY

IS•••••••

..~

Committed to family and friends
Outrageous style
Respected on the field
Extraordinarily unique
Yearning for Hawaii

Congratulations on your
outstanding perseverance and your
incredible accomplishments,
Love from Mom, Dad and

Joshua Deuink

Emma Wolman
Joshua,

Congratulations! The completion of your four
years at Connecticut College is another big step
in life. As you contemplate your next undertaking,
remember to embrace and enjoy all that life has to
offer. Always look forward and cherish your journey. We want 10 thank you Joshua, for being you.
We have learned a great deal from you. You have
provided us with all the joy and happiness a father
and mother could ask for in life. We are very proud
of who you are, and what you have accomplished.

L

Emma,
And so it begins.
Love and congratulations.
Mom, Dad, Jacob and Sophie
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•

•

I

----1
Daniel T. Welch

May God bless you and watch over you!

Love,

.....:;D:::ad~&:.:M:::o:m

."
We don't know about "captam
. "
but to us you are "fantastIC.
We love you!
David, Mom, Casey

•

Am Adams
CONGRATULATIONS,A MY

Douglas Jackson

"DAHLING."!
We are so very proud of all
your accomplishments, especially your academic honors,
You are truly an outstanding
young man. We wish you every happiness and success in
whatever career you pursue
after college.

'-rosing
welland to dance well is to be well-educated,"
-Plato

Love, Mom and Dad

Withmuch love and pride,
Mom, Dad, Brandon and Megan

•

II

Brandon Gatlin
"We proudly acknowledge your history.
"We celebrate your accomplishments today.
We support your future 'Visions.

Congratulations on your graduation
from Connecticut College!
£o'Ve, cYr[om &.9 'Dad
Visionwithout action is merely a dream.
Actionwithout vision just passes the time.
Visionwith action can change the world.
- Joel A. Barker

•
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Kristen Holzer
The Soul is pure. The character is Rock.
And now the building blocks for success are finally in place and complete the structure.

I

From here, we have no doubts.
The smile is the window to your inner being,
your strength, and your self assurance.
All is in place.
Your degree certifies your work, your effort,
and completion of studies.
It provides you the one way ticket to success.
Now go forward and show the world!

Radle MeLou hlin
LOVE TO CHUNKS

FROM BEAST
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Marlyss Elizabeth White Nelson

•
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Ready to fly solo .,.
Ready to fly free ...
congratulations Lizzie!
You'll defy gravity!

;

I

•

•

• •

•
•
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•
•
•

I •

I •

Love, Mom, oad,& Doug
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Hadley: McLoughlin
CONGRATULATIONS!

.

We are so proud of you!

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Johanna
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•

I

Alexandria Elkins

Ali,
Continue to reach for the
stars. Always remember to
take time to enjoy life while
in pursuit of your dreams.
Your family is very proud of
you.
Much love and
congratulations,
Mom, Dad, Catherine,
Victoria and Grandma
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Danielle Elizabeth Birx -Ra buck

You have traveled through Asia and Africa bringing compassion and boundless energytoproject
d people, faced adversity with tenacity and optimism, and are an unfailing friend.Youarelove~
and admired by your parents, sister, uncles, cousins, and grandparents. Today and throughoutyOUr
life you will be protected and guided by those who go before you, who watch over fromabove
Danny would be so proud today to see you standing there, taking one more, bold, stepforward
Great Grandma would know she helped raise another strong, passionate woman. YoutakeWith
every step, parents who have always believed in you and know with your energy and focusyou
can and will accomplish great things.
ur love, your family.
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David H. Schwartz
CONGRATULATIONS
We admire your inner strength, your perseverance, and your
ability to make a difference in this world.
Love,
Mom, Dad and Marc

Nicholas Kotsatos
CONGRATULATIONS NIKO!
~------,

We knewyou'd sail through college
Love, Mom , Dad and Xander

•
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Kacie Hare
To: Kacie Hare (My D.O.):
You sang, danced, performed, played hard, studied harder, traveled, rode,
loved and cared. I can hardly wait to see what greatness there will be
in the next phase of
your life. I am so

very proud of you!
Love, Madre

Congratulations

Sweetie!

I have always been so proud of you!

Love,
Daddy &
Gus
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William Steel

Jacob Stebel

CONGRATULATIONS!
YAY
YAHHHKEYl

SO P OF Y
All our Jove,
Mom and Dad

Lauren E. Tull

•

"If you asked me what I came into this

world to do, I will tell you:
I came to live out loud." - Emile Zola

You've come a long way, Baby! •

All our love, Mom and Dad

•

Adam Kaufman
You

ARE A SHINING STAR!

Dear Adam,
You'vebrilliantlybrought closure to the beginning of your life. As you transition so courageously ~ow in
toThePeaceCorps and towards the middle of your life, we have full faith in your strength, intelligence
andgoodheart. We know that your life will be full of compassion and ever-growing enlIghtenment.
C?ngratulations,beautiful son and brother, on your graduation and a job well done. Now spread your
Wmgs and fly ...
We love you dearly,

LII.L---,-_~",'---"IJL--""lL-_

Mommy and Josh
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Andrew Bibas

Dear Adrew,

Dad and I and your brothers Steven and Greg, are so proud of you as you graduate from Conn. We are as proud of your accomplishments
as we are of the fine young man you have grown into. You achieved a black belt in Karate, was a vice president in chargeof financefor
Jr. Achievement and advanced to the rank of Eagle Scout in scouting. Your warm personality and gifted sense of humor keep yourfriends
and family laughing and smiling when you're around.
We know you'll miss Conn. and the gaming club and all the good times you and your friends shared. Your door is alwaysopentofriends
and that was a reflection of your open, generous nature.
A Iways remember the lessons you've learned these past four years - academically and socially. Nurturing the inquiring mindphilosophy
has
helped to shape as you step out into the working world. Keep your strong sense of ethics and fairness as you deal with thosearoundyou.
Know that you have everything going for you and that you can achieve anything you set your mind to.
Know that you are always in our heart and prayers. We love you Andy!
•

Love always,

Mom

Congratulations
Class
of
2005
180

commencement.
181
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THE OAKES AND LOUISE AMES PRIZE
Thisprize is named for the president emeritus of this College, and for his wife,
and is given to a graduating senior who has completed this year's most oustanding
honors study. The prize is offered by the trustees in recognition of the qualify of
academic achievement that Oakes and Louise Ames fostered during their 14 years
of service to Connecticut College.
Peter Merrow

Luthy

"In his thesis, Peter synthesizes all of his research into a coherent, self-contained exposition The
opening chapters provide a cornpr enenstve introduction to the discipline of functional analysis.
Peter demonstrates a thorough appropriation
level of mathematical maturity.

of the subject matter, as well as a remarkable

The introduction sets the stage far Peter's original results,which

appeor at the end of the thesis. He uses the general theory of functional analysis to describe
the solutions to a particular family of partial differential

184

equations."

THEANNA LORD STRAUSS MEDAL
Thisprize is presented in honor of Anna Lard Strauss, who was
na/ional president of the Leage of Women Voters and served as a Connecticut
College trustee for 32 years, to the graduating senior who has done outstanding
work in public or community service, including service to the college.
Philip James Gedeon
"Phillip demonstrates a keen intellect. perseverance. and a true dedication to community
advancement.both at the individual and systems levels. He is a bright and multi-talented scholar
activist and channels his gifts towards human betterment and positive change. Phillip James
Gedeon embodies the ideals of the Anna Lord Strauss Medal."
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HONORARY DEGREE
Estelle Parsons
"Estelle Parsons,you are a gifted and acclaimed actor who has found successon the stage, in
television and in film. You have a talent for 'becoming' the characters you partray - a gift you
have honed over time and that today puts you at the top of your craft
You remain refreshingly unpretentious and true to yourself

You are outspoken, inquisitve and

feisty. Throughout your life you have proven that you are willing to take risks and willing to
work hard to reach your goals. Your evocative performances show that you understand the
complexity, frailty and beauty of the human condition.
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Yougraduated from Connecticut College in 1949 with a rnojor in government, and then helped
launchNBC's Today Show before beginning your acting coreer
numerousproductions You also have been ortistic director

You have acted in or directed

of the famed Actors Studio. You won on

Academy Aword for your role in the 1967 film 'Bonnie and Clyde: and iater were nominated for
'Rachel,Rachel.' You have been nominated for Tony Awards for your work in 'Seven Descents of
Myrtle: 'And M,ss Reardon Drinks a Littie: 'MIss Morgorido's

Way: and 'Morning's at Seven.' You

have been a vocal proponent of your croft, especially regording roles for women.
Over the years you have remained a steadfast friend of Connecticut College.

You have generously

devoted your time and talents to the College and helped to promote its orrs programs by meeting
with studentsin New London and elsewhere, inspiring them in their careers, and helping them learn to
be better actors. You also have performed in several productions on campus. Your work and goals
are in keeping with those of Connecticut College, which has a long tradition of service, equality and
excellenceIn the or!s. The College is proud to confer upon you the Degree of Doctor of Fine Arts,
honoris

causO.
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OTHER HONORARY DEGREES
Alphonse Fletcher Jr.
Vandana Shiva
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RETIRINGCONNECTICUT COLLEGE FACULTY
Peter Leibert
Professor of Art
"ProfessorLeibert seems to hove

0

true love for ceramics and this comes across in his teaching,

He is encouraging and fosters innovative thinking"

Sara Lee Silberman
Associate

Professor of History

"In her neorly 40 yeors at Connecticut College, Professor Silberman has been an integral
memberof the History Department

and mentor to many students who have had the opportunity
of taking her classes,"

J Melvin Woody
Professor of Philosophy
"Freedom's Embrace, Professor Woody's 1998 book, came from his innumerable discussionswith
Connecticut College students, faculty, and colleagues throughout the country, It is from these
discussionsthat the interdisciplinory

Freshman Focus program and studies in cognitive science
were

created."
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�While today has 'ending' written all over it, we can take the essence and the best
part of Conn with us.
doesn't end today.

If

our experience was defined by the people around us,thai

We will keep our friendships, and keep a part of Conn,"
. Remarks by Emily Chamberlin '05, Class Speaker
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"Now although it is true that no two of us have walked the exact same path
duringour time here at Conn, we have had many shared experiences ....Our shared
experiencesthroughout the past four years, whether they were tragic or hilarious,
seriousor trivial, have brought us to where we are today and as we move on from
thisplace, we should try to reflect on these experiences and to remember all of the
lessons that they taught us.
Seniors,in the past year it seems that we have all become a bit closer to each
other. We've worked together, felt stressed together, and in the past few weeks
we'vepartied together.

I would just like you all to know that it's been an amazing

ride, I've had fun working and planning with the class exec board for all of you,
and I sincerely wish you all the best of luck. Thank you, and be sure to enjoy and
remember this first day of our lives as college graduates.~
_ Remarks by Christopher Crvch. President. Class of 2005
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A MESSAGE TO THE CLASS OF 2005
05fs
great to see you so happy, so relieved, so expectant YougraduateC f 20
Good afternoon- ' CI ass
a
'
"d
'h kid'
oc
ft
dy to take on the world - equlppe
Wit
nowe ge, skillsand experiences
Ih'
neeticut College t hIS a ernoon rea
0,
will serve you well for decades to come,
-b
I d
ti
ha given you answers Even mare important, it has given you questions the queslians
you
I era
e ucc Ion
s
..
Your
'II I
t dl
k
ur elf aver the course of your life - the queshons that permit you to lead a self-conscious
WI
repea e Y as yo S
.
.
and self-reflective life, to lead the best kind of life
ve will have fond memories of your college years I've met hundreds- eventhou'
ha
In th e years t 0 come, you
sands _ of alums, They share their memories with me, Too person they recall the beauty of the campus
- and
then the warmth of the community that lives in its precincts,
It has became rather fashionable

in recent scholarship to diSCUSSthe landscape we have built and theirmeanicgs,

Books abound with names like "landscapes
So let's be fashionable,
the landscape

of

Why don't you take a moment to reflect

Connecticut College,

many

Of course, there are some aspects of the College

Look around

and "landscapes of empire"

upon the "landscape of college" - in particular

As you do so, you will find that this landscape not only refleds pastvalues

and practices, it also poses metaphorically

doubt, best forgotten,

of power"

of

the questions that you will take throughlife,

landscape

and its memories best left privale, and others,
co

But what of the ones that you can discuss around the family dinner table tonight?

What do we see?

Start with the academic

buildings that stand on the northern and eastern
bor-

ders of this splendid green: Blaustein, New London, Fanning, Bill and Cummings, They juxtaposethe academic
homes of the humanities, natural sciences, social sciences and the erective
You have been in all of them, Whatever

your mojor. whatever

edge and the tools to lead the life of a thinking person,
vantage

Most

arts - the pillars of a liberaleducaiiac,

your interests, you have acquired the basickccwlof you are 21 or 22

Let me assureyoufromihe

point of 60 that your educations have only begun,

Our mission statement is short and accurate: Connecticut
action as citizens in a global society,

Ask yourself today

College

educates students to put the liberalarts!Clo

what the liberal arts mean to you, how youhaveoed

will translate your educahan to action, and what kind of cihzen you wish to be in what kind of globalsOClely,
On the western side of the green we find residence halls: Knowlton
you will remember forever

and Harkness, Adams and Freemon,
places

if you have lived there - and also places that symbolize another component
ofthe
Connecticut

College

e ducotion.

For we are not just a liberal arts college, we are a residenhal liberal arts college
And we are not jusla ,esideehal liberal arts college , w e are one WI'th share d governance - a place where all of
'h our studentss ope the knda!
I
community In which they live,
That community
is far from p er f ec t - ind
_
In ee d :It WI'II always be a work in progress, But I happen to th'InklI ISa
very
specicl
kind
of
place
a
I
h
I
t
hiP
ace were
stud ents f rom allover America from allover the warId,wark oed t
pay k oget er.
'
, eemen
I
Istha
II h earn from one ana th er. respect d'ff
I erences of view and find for
themselves the basIC
are
ma e us a
urnon. When you Ieave th e can f'mes a f this very special kind of community, will you keepI't bel
you as a mo d e I f ar your own life and war, k? W'III you seek out people who are different from you:
7 WillyOU
t a k e responsibility

- as you have here - f or shaping the communihes In which you I'rve:
7
I believe
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you will.

Yousit today on some of the most beautiful playing fields in America, playing fields placed right in the middle of the
academy,surrounded, as I have noted, by the buildings in which you learn and live, When I walk across this green
I always think that its placement tells us something about how the mind and body should be connected - that they
should be understood to be dialectically intertwined and inseparable,
Yet their needs are different, their nourishment is different, the time we commit to one may detract from the time
available for the other

Be self-conscious about both your mind and body - ask yourself today, and years from today,

how you have balanced the needs of the two.

Leave here having learned the question that only you can answer, that

you must answer

in your own way.

Not quite in sight - its spire just visible through the trees - sits Harkness Chapel, reminding us that a liberal education
shouldtouch the soul, os well as the mind and body

The architecture of the chapel is clearly Christian, as is much

of the Imagery inside. Far many years, a cross was mounted on the chapel steeple. In spite

of its architecture, the

chapeltoday has taken on an interfaith role, open to Christians and non-Christians alike - indeed, open to those who
do not profess a religious belief, but seek spirituality within its walls. For me, at least, the presence of the chapel on
our compus says much about our education of the whole person - about our belief that the questions of life cannot be
answered through reason alone. But the chapel also raises questions that you will be facing time and again in your
personaland political lives. What, exactly, should be the balance between faith and reason? How do we simultaneouslyhold religious beliefs - or even those antagonistic to religion - and yet find room to tolerate the views

of others?

Open to the newspapers or watch TV for on hour and you will find both questions In ploy
When I was your age I assumed that these issues hod been settled once and for

ell. I assumed that over time reli-

giousproselytizing, much less religious persecution - would be steadily on the wane. I assumed that science and religion had learned to cohabit in the some society, and even in the some people, sometime In the 18th century, and that
we would never see that war flare up again.
I was wrong on both counts. It is now up to you to decide for yourselves and for future generations in our global
societieswhere we should strike the balance between religious commitment and religious tolerance, between religious
belief and human reason
Now extend your vision further, beyond the chapel and beyond Williams Street to the College arboretum. Our built
campusis surrounded, as you all know, by on arboretum of nearly 700

acres, much of what is kept in a natural condi-

tion. Most of you have spent time in the Arboretum and some have done research there. For all of us, the arboretum
and campussymbolize the connection between the natural and bur't environments, between nature and humankind.
And that connection raises the existential questions you will answer through your lives and through your actions.
Humansare a part of the naturol world.

What does that knowledge tell us, if anything, about human destiny? Should

knowledge of natural law shope our moral values?
Humansare masters of the natural world - at least for r-ow] What are our obligations as masters? How should we
balance present human needs _ including the needs of impoverished peoples around the world - with our obligations to
our children and grandchildren?
Finally, step bock even further - imagine you are in a balloon up a thousand feet - and look at our campus as a
whole, and at the town below it. When It was built, our college educated young women. Like many other women's
colleges, It was situated away from the town and surrounded by a wall.

Women's colleges were commonly con-

structed that way so that the women would be safe from prying eyes, so that the women could be kept under surveillance, so that female behavior could be best controlled
Much has changed since 1911. Somehow I doubt the founders of this college could have imagined co-ed bathrooms
am still not used to the ideo
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.
h
d We live in an idyllic campus - on top of the hill, if not the City on the Hill envisiondb
Yet muc
remains
unc
ange
_though we devote thousands of hours of work each year to the New londonCome '1 y
h
.
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E
our Puntan or eorers.
yen
mumy
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t t dive
of privilege.
And that privilege is shared by every single one of you· regardl
we IIve In a pro ee e

enc a
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ess

[orntl b k
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gardless 01 race and ethniclty. regardless of natrona I orrqtn. For everyone of yo Ii
ami y ac groun , re
_
U os
. d
C
t· t College educatron and everyone of you IS prepared to become a leader in whatever I'
receive a onnec leu
wef.of life you choose.

a 1 your

In a few hours you will figuratrvely

and literally

as I have heard you say, into the real world

move off campus and into the town. not necessarilyNew Landon,
bul,

That

IS

a world

of increasing inequality, a world where we aretempted

to seek safety and security behind the walls of nice neighbarhoods

Think about privileged

Connecticut College sitting here on the hill and overlooking

working-class town that is home to many recent immigrants.
Will you feel strongly your obligations

On what scale will you feel obligation

Will you create an enclave for yourselves
andyour

to others"

and a sense of community"

your own country and be a citizen of a global society"
educational mission. It has truly prepared

the real world of New london,
a

Ask yourselves today and espcciolly whenyoutokeon

responsibilities for others, how you will strike the balances of life.
loved ones"

and even gated communities.

How will you strike the balance"

Can you both be a patriot of Americaor

If you can, then Connecticut College hastruly fulfilledils

you to put the liberal arts into action as a citizen in a globalscciety.

This beautiful campus symbolically raises all

of the questions you will need to carry with you throughyourlives.

Remember them. Answer them with reason and with passion. Lead beautiful lives.

Remarks by President Norman Falnstein
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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
The theme for this year's Koine is

Change. Each year, as it comes time to start the yearbook, we

are once again given the challenge of coming up with an appropriate

theme, one that fits both
this book. To understand why we

the year, the class, and our own personal passions towards

chose change, consider where we had ius! recently come from
I returned from a semester abroad,

feeling as though the world

exactly the same and completely different,

all at once.

were all the same, it all felt very different.
you're familiar with this

I was returning to was both

Even though my family, friends, and school

For those of you who have studied abrood, I'm sure

For those of you who aren't there yet, trust me, you'll understand

I wanted to capture this feeling in this year's book, because I think this is a common theme
throughout our lives, especially since we have been at college.
My Associate Editor, Matt,

was also feeling overwhelmed

came in his passion to make the yearbook

with change.

His desire to change

a lasting memory - something that not only seniors

would enjoy, but that would have an archival purpose - so that alumni would never be forgotten.
So we set out with this idea of change in our minds. While we call it our "theme," it has never
been our intention to overwhelm the yearbook

with a theme - as so many other schools do. Our

purpose in having a theme is to give you something to think about, whether you ore a freshmon
just finishing up your first year at college, or a senior graduating
out, in the "real world"].

land by the time this comes

Change is all around us, and if we don't embrace it, often times it can

overwhelm us But ius! as there is change, there is also continuity
never change.

It is important to embrace

As they say, some things will

those things as well

So when you peek through this book, and think about this past year, keep in mind what we had in
mind when we first sat down to come up with our "theme":
Change
History
Adaptation.
New Beginnings.
Grounded
Evolve
Shift.
Consider and embrace the importance of these concepts in your life.
graduated

and entered

the real world, then congratulationsl

completed your first year at Connecticut

College,

welcome,

to have you here. Either way, consider that everything
things never do

And if your change is having just
we hope you liked it, and we're glad

has the potential

to change, and same

Within that we find our security and our adventure
Oh, and a yearbook
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If your change is having

to show it all

7

